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FOREWORD
This publication presents the proceedings of two conferences

held hy the Division of 'Nursing which have focused on doctoral'
,prfliaration of nurses. The earlier conference called together
project directors and deans of schoolS' of nursing whiCh had on-
going Nurse-Scientist Programs at a time when future support for
these programs was under question and careful planning/tor ad-
vanced eduCation was crucial. . .

. The second conference, which addressed the issue of/the require-
ments for doctorally prepared nurses needed in th0Tation, called
on the experience iftid knowledge of a group of/ nurses familiar
with academic, service, and other orelated settings where highly
knowledgeable nurses are needed.

The conferences are the latest among a number of efforts de-
signed to Assess needs and options for advanced preparation. From
the Surgeon General's Conpultant' Group which., .in 1961, high-
liihted the need for nurses Yith graduate preparation in general,
to the 1971 Future Direction of Doctoral EducitPd Conferente,
which addressed the qualitative aspects of the the Divi-
sion has been involved in the issue of .graduate *freparation.

Ap majority cof the nurses currently prepared, at this level haVe
received financial assistance for. some part of their education .

through the Nurse-Scientist Program. Or fronc.the Special Nurse
Research Fellowship Prograr% of the Division. Further involve-
Mentof the.Division of Nursing'in, and concern for graduate edu- .
cation is assured as a result of the Advanced Training'proWsion
of the Nurse Trainjng Act Of 1975.

It is hoped that this publication will stimulate those concernecf
with higher education6for ,nurses, and that it will encourage con-
tinued dialogue and .refinement of ,those issw that muit, be re-
solved. if nursing education is to move Amid decisively_toward the;

. attaintnent of its full capabilities. ..

0 'We Wish to thank Dr. Helen Grace for her assistance in the
editing of the transcript materiaiS of the two conferences.

Q

JESSIE.' M. SCOTT
Assistant Surgeon General
Director
Division of Nursing-
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1.4 % 4
Ci ,v The Purposes of the,Confe Cue (In issues in Dector{d Ed.ucation
.were (1) to identify cuno it derl4inents in doctoral education
that haVe signifleanee fur, N.(iw'll,rbrogramS and Policies, and (2)
to review the experience of the ts4ining Grant settings with the
Nurse-Scientist Gradu e TrAltilt.IR: Nograrns in the first year that
the training prograrnA hati Out 1114pted new nPPlicants. .

',. An'assessment of,kurrent (NyelPiltitent in dedtoral education for
nurses at,the nat naJ level waf4 t'N!otial, ince the tWo natiopal :'

.training.progra'-trresponmee WI. Nuppor ng a large majority of

'-%
nurses for doej6ral study, tile $PeNal N irse Fellowship Program

, ts%
.and . the 'SNurie-Scien4ist 0%0 h - TrAining Program, had not

A accepted ne/ ntrrseapplicants ,f4 A /ear; The uncertainty of the.

roleof Federal support in tfie (160',LItal education of,nursee, coupled
with wh t appeareed lio he a ikit' of university commitment ,to
progra s for slteh educrt1.1°4,,,,Isated an untenable situation.
Further, the moratorium on tht ncchlanc%of new nurse apPlicants
occurred when the special Ny4/te 11eAearcil Fellowship Program
and the Nurse-Scientist QrAtiutt.fe TraThing P ogram, were in a
period:characterized by increase% %Inland for su pert 'from nurse:
applicants with outstandiwi ChaTreristics.. If th moiliorium on
the acceptaike of new ne 1PP lant's continued 1,6 preVail, the ,isupply of,doctorally preparef ri,ti'S would be greatly jeoPardi7.ed '.

--this, at a time when.the 2.6fes!On sorely needsthese nurses to
.. provide leadership to the 'prPfesiOn, as wel) as to ,,dwo!op 1.nd

verify the' body of knowleue Upon,Nthich nut'sing rests.
, Federal nurse 'administrtitloylr:41:),%dv'eemaljnOrpaCrCtriti

. aspects of doctoral nursirjg ccetirlanrs,

afb4mut tahlel, .

Divisjon-of Nursing's poini c'f vieNV, the nursing ProfessiOn needed /i.-

----te. deterniine: numbter ot dekOrf4Ily prepared nurses currently /
aVailable; those needed for, the . titure; geograPhic distribution;l.evl.l,

. .and the
aationature of their '4 in relation to the demand for/

these nurses in nursing *eoetcli';,1ini.cal Pursing, nursing adminV
- istrationi and !Other Mated di.;rIP'llles.

g review of the experien
ill,

ces oA "IA! admitoistrators of the Nti se-
..

Scientist .Graduate Trainifirpr"l'ams. during the Year no/ neW

applicants were accepted', it \NIP': Assumed, "wouldprovide / geOi.

graphical' perspectiVer sine the-'0111 grants are located ini fferdnt
parts .of the country, and two giste liata about the numbei7 nd kind.
of inquiries received, anti ld jtr some trends. parti' 'pants hi .
the conference were nurses fepresting the admirtistr tion of the

..
.,
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`.
Nurse-Scientist Graduate Training programs and representatives
from the key natibnal nursing organizations.

Since the' need for nurses prepared at the doctor.al level is be-
coming more.apparent and Federal planning is required, it was
timely for Dr. Madelline Leininger to share the findings of the

..suriey which she conducted as a result of the interest of the Ameri-
can:Association of Colleges of Nursing on the issues, needs, and
developments in doctoral education for nurses. Dr. Leininger's
presentation focuses upon those areas where the nursing profession
needs to build an adequate data base upon which to make reasoned
decisions, predictions, and reconimendations.

_



DOCTORILS
PROGRAMS

FOR NURSES:

A SURVEY
OF TRENDS,

ISSUES, AND

PROJECTED
DEVELOPMENTS

Madeleine-
Leiningir, R.N., Ph.D.

Part I:- Tuends, Questions,
and IsSues on .Doctoral

Programs:-
Decades of Interest and Challenge

The past and present decades could well be designed as the

Period of heightened
interest in doctoral programs in nursing. Since

the early 1960's, severai major universiti-schools
of nursing have

conceived Lnd initiated doctoral programs
to prepare nurses for

scholarship,
research, and leadership

roles.
"0- Nursing at

the Federal level has supported the development
of doctural., pro-

grams and fellowship
aid for doctoral study. ''."

It is ,the .author's belief that nurses with doctoral preparation

have usliered
a significant-new

era in nursing which has mark-

edly increased the scholarship
and research.thrusts

in the nuniing

field. There is no question
that as these nurses

began to ,interact

with other graduate students and facui'cy in university settings, the

image of nurses and the nursing profession
began to change. As

they took leadership
positions ir education and service settingS,

their' modes of thinking and action patterns -revealed
them in a

dffferent
level of sophistication

to university colleagues,
health

gli;, service personnel, and consumers.
Indeed; doctorally

prepared

deans and faculties of schools of nursing have taken, and will con-

tinue to take, some
brave and bold steps in the future, but not with-

out persistent questioning
by their colleagues,

and especially-
by

those physicians
whp fail to value and even fear the actual and

potential
impa t of nurses With doctoral preparation.

Moreover,

the -tremendous
struggles to initiate most doctoral prOgrams for

myses in universities
have been incredible, and these accounts are

Yet to be ,forthcoming.
Doctor:ally

prepared nurses contirine to hallenge
other nurses in

terms of disciplined
-triodes of thinking, scientific methods of in-

quiry, and research approaches
to nursing education and practice

problems. They Continue
to seek exchanges

with other nurse-

scholars and with colleagues in institutions
of higher learning who

are interested in advancing nursing science and improving health

care for people. They. have Ftirnulated
health-personnel;

resea'rch

Nurrawrs in parent Ile...
t.efer 'to literature riled in reference

list. Page 31.,
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colleagues,
administrators, and others to consider

Anew nursing
science phenomena and the great potentials of nurses to change

hz.alth care practice's. Im teed, these doctorally prepared hurses have
prOv!ded a healthy

skepticism about old premises
andspractices, As

they formulate critical problems which need rigorous and sys-

tematic
investigation. Having a critical mass of doctorally prepared.

nurse-scholars, researchers, and
theoreticians in the nursing field is

stimulating new goals and leadership directions.But, the full and
continuing impact of nurses with doctoral

preparation is yet to be realfzed by the nursing prgfession and ,the

public at large. Nursing scholarship, research, And educational pro-

grams in
institutions of higher learning will change, as well as

nursing service practices. I .believe we will see quite a different and

highly promising era in nursing, during the next two decades. Tin-

questionably, we will
reflect bacic to those leaders in nursing who

were sufficiently visionary and courageous to initiate this new

order of
sophistication n nursing.There have been several societal and

professional .forces that

i,ave influenced the
development of doctoral

programs ,for nurses.

They include: the changing role of women in our society; the de-

clared Crisis in health care delivery ; the
emergence Of new types of

health care facilities:
the evident need for research to

systematic-

ally examine nursing phenornena the need to ,change
nursing eau.-

cation programs to fit societal"
imperatives, and the evident dis-:

satisfaction of consumers with care, cure, and treatnient modalities.

These factors.' and others, lead to the 'need to prepare a .cadre of
nurse-scholars,

res'earchers, and
educational

adminbArators for

Vigorous health care leadership and for neW kinds of role responsi-

:bilities..
Studying_complex sets of nursing carr variables, as well as

exrloring different types of
intraprefessional and

multidisciplinary

education prograhis have also been evident forces requiring doc-

torally prepared nurses! It can be ,anticipated that doctoral pro-

grams will continue for years to corne, and will xert a significant

influence epon the scientific and humanistic delivery of health care

services and nursing education programs.
,-

Docto,ral education logically grew from master's degree programs

in nuraing. As oiie recalls,.in the early 1950's the master's degree

pi.ograms gave emphasis to the
preparation of teachers, .supervi-

--sor5,.and'adminr3traton; in.nursing. Then in the mid-1960's great

emphasis was giver: to preparing competent clinkal nurse. special-

ists, and there was less
emphasis upon the,

functional areas of
teaching,

adMinistration, and researcit ,a
consequence, a

critical shortage of nursag
educatoi

adthinistrators, and nurse.
4



researcherS became.apparent. Doctoral programs emerged aS an
.effOrt t6 help- redress these critical leadership n.eeds, but still an
acute shortage exists. ""I Both doctoral and master's degree pro-'
grams should be designed for a close educational interface in order
to prepare nurses for complementary leadership r\oles in nursing.

In general, the broad purpose of doctoral_programs is to prepare
scholars,. researchers, °and top leaders in a designated disci
pline. '"12) Graduates of .doctoral programs are expected to use
their acquired knowledge and skills in highly significant ways,
eSpecially to advance a ivrticular discipline and to meet societal
expectations as a.scholar and humanist. Doctoral programs provide
opportunities for students to study in an Intensive and rigorous'
manner significant pi oblems in a given 'field. Students.are expected
to use systematic and logical methods of .inquiry, .and to. study

.
theories in,a.chosen field. Still today, the Ph:Db. remains the degree
to prepare top researchers and scholars in :academic and profes-
sional fields, and it is the apex:of graduate study:It is anticipated
that there will continue to be a :rise in graduate programs within
oar national environment of strong technical, ec6nomic,
and social counter forces. Although professional and aca-
demic leaders are exploring new aireetions.for graduate education,
in the large part' they. agree that doctOral education -milk
rigorous and diScipliried mode -61' inquiry to improve societal. con=
ditions and meet societal imperatives. "",".".'"

It iA also expected that 'doctoral prOgrams in nursing must be
designed to prepare highly knowledgeable and competent re7
searchers, clinicians, teachers, and adrninistrators for academie/
and service settings. As doctoral programs'increase in numbr, ip
is important that they maintain cOmmItinents to highly disciPlined
modes of thought, quality research work, and demonstrated- skIlls
in writing and. leadership. If doctoral education for nurses main-
tains such commitments, the critical le_aclerohip crises in nuraing
wouid be 'mitigated:: leadership, new scientific and humanistic,
.thrusts- will take their place in nursing history. Nurses whO are
graduates of dOctoral prOgrams should have a scientific and hiinnan-
istic grasp of general 4nd 'special problems of nursing, and/should

.1
be prepared to challenge past modes of thought and to risk _new.
kinds of nursing practices. The need for such nurse leaders,, re-
searchers, teachers, administrators and practitioners, will remain
acute until at least the mid-1980's.

Interestingly, nursing problems and leadership roles tend tO
highly complex 'and multifaceted in nature, .and require multi-
disciplinary fdcL Nursing with its 'holistic and comPrehensive

1 6



approach to people's health concerns, necessitates a comprehenSive
psychophysiological and sdciocultural perspective, as Well as a
study of specific pherioinuna with indepth analyses. Such a broad
approach requires nurses to demoristrate analytical skills, make
discriminatory judgments, and handle multiple variables to.under-

.stand many nursing problems under study. In. addition, the, grad-
uates of a doctoral, program in nursing should manifest ,nlarked
autonomy -in thinking, high confidence in professional knowledge
and leadership, and systematic methods of inquiry in studying
xiursing phenomena.

With the current trend toward the acceleration of doctoral pro-
grams in nursing, by 19.80 (see Part II of this report) the quality

-of these programs should be established and maintained with strict
standards. It behooves nurse leaders to function as peer colleagues
'in the support- of prograrns with a distinctive quality base, for
advanced programs for nurses is-one of the most important chal-
lenges for the coining decade. Doctoral programs With poorly pre-
pared faculty, limited ongoing, research in the school; meager
program ?unds, and inadequate facilities should not, be initiated.
It, is recognized that some nurses may seek .a ".quick and easy"

,doctoral program for.social status or economic reasons. Graduates
of sueh programs may find themselves ill-equipped for tomorrow's,
_World and for meeting role expectations of employers: Au too
frequently, these nurses regret that their real capahilities.were not
challenged by a rigorous and substantive doctoral program.

.,e

-.Key Questions for Deliberaktion

Challenges, and changes are apparent in higher educatiOn and
for emerging doctoral programs in nursing: Personnel in higher
education are concerned with trying new edudational approaches
Without .losing.sight of noteworthy educational values and stand-
ards.. (2".2t.Doctora1 programs in nursing,. as an integral part,
of higher. education, present some weighty questions for solu-
tion. '2" The questions which follow .are aniong those .which.,need
to be addressed by doctoral fluting faculty :

.1. What. should be the, major goals and. interrelationships of
master's and doCtoral nursing programs for.thetuture?

2. What kiii-ds of doctoral degree programs do We need? Why?
3. What societal health forces and values have significance for

influencing the future nature, direction, and purpose of doc-
toral education. in nurSing?

4. What are some of 'the critical issuescultural, societal,

6
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political,)conomieal and education' alnow- creating a need--
for doctorally prepared nurses?

5. What are-the major as-Snmptions undergirding doctoral pro.:
grams in nursing? ,

6, What academic standart,s do nurse'-educators believe are
essential to initiate '. and maintain doctoral programs in

nursing?
7. What kind of univeusity,- State and Federal .-support can

nursing anticipate for high qUality doctoral prOgrams?
8. 'What freedom exiSts, for .nursing -administrators, faculty,

and .students to develop .doctoral programs capablc af Miti-
gating the current durSing leadership crisis .and supporting
future nursing. goals?

9. How can we lessen the traditional norm rigidities of doctoral
programs, increase program flexibility. 4nd still retain.
values and attributes associated with high standards of
academic excellence? . .

10: How can nursing, a largely female profession under tradi-
tionally male domination, help to promote support and run--
nition for doctoral degree prpgrams in nursing?

11. What are the 'pros and eons Of an academic researchLoriented
doctoral degree as comPared wit :.a profession-oriented-.
.doctorate?i

12. What have .been the strengths anç limitations of federally
supported Nurse-Scientist Progran s?
How.1nuch diVersity imong doctoral Programs in nursing
wilt be needed to meet societal expeetations in the future7

14. How Tan we begin to move with purpose.and vigor toward..
cOmprehensive regional grad uate qurs.ing programs to'avoid
geographic .duplicationin opportunities for doctoral .ttudy?

. 15. 7hat -new. areas bf sPecializatirin: and (q.o.varizatiOni in
graduate nursing study need to be Considered in the' futUre
How. will these areas -difter .froM the lour traditional areas
of specialization at.the.thaster's and doctoral levels?

16. What are the special attributes 'required of doctoral nursing
faculty?

17. What are the. characteristics 9f an, ongoing research and
stholarship-subC.Ultureor a college ..of nursing Which help
to insiire that doetoral students Will pursue substantive re-

e. search problems and will remain stimulated while enrolled
in a doctoral program in nursing?

, 18. How 'much financial. assis;tance is necessary for doctoral
students:particularly-for mindrity -tudents?

7



19. How strong a multidisciplinary direction is appropriate for.
.doctoral programs of the future?

Open _debate\ on 1-hese and other questions is vital for the deVelop-
rnent of 'sound doctoral programs in nursing. They should be dis-

. cussed.not only among nurse leaders, but.also.with.leaders in other
within-the Community at large, .and in institutions of

.higher learning.

'SOmeAssumptions to Consider

One of the key aSsumptions held by the writer with respect to
doctoral programs in nursing-is_that nursing is a legitiMate and
important .field of graduate study. in-which faculty, and students
search to verify nursing knowledge regarding_the seience ancJ
*odes of caring, with focus on wayg to apply thiS-knowledge to
.improve and siistain human, health: 'Another assumption isthat
doctoral programs:in nursing will providethe-intellectUal climate
and the facilities to explicate, formulate, land test knowledge and
skillg relevant to the kientific and humanistic dimensions of
-nursing. 'In order .tO suStain this assumption.; doctoral programs
should have a sufficient number of .nurse sciplars and researchera

are/capable of stimulating the Systematic study of nursing
prOblema..They :should serve as preeeptors and models to 'guide
studentSfn doctoral programs by vtrtue of their own research and
scholarshiP activities. Sdholarship attainment and the promotion
of scholars. in nursing should be the foremost goal of doctoral edu,
cation in.nursing(=4, -*

Most importantly, it can be aistir9ed that no academic diSei;
One has corne into being Without-k,846,,ti research direct41,to-
identiOing, defining, and-refining itg7knowledge ba:A. Leaders *in
nursing,,TherefOre, recognie that both,basic and applied, nurSing
knowledge are essential for -development of a scientific and.haman-=
islic body of nursing knowledge. 12''.2.6) Largely generated "and ,re-

'fined by schOlars of nursing; this core of knowledge- IS transmitted
4hrough a variety of eduCational processes. for lipplicatiOnito nurs--
,-ing contexts.. The ultipiate goal of most nirrsing itieeara is to
improve the quality of.nursing core to people. Nursing, this author
believes, is a basic science field focusing upon caring and caringv.. .

cultures, but ;t is' also a field of applied science.: Most* nurse re-
"serchers and scholars are expeeted to:" (1) kenerate knowledge
related to caring, and (2). aPply.theirverified,knowledge to actual
patient care: 1Wreover, nursing knowledge-can and should be used
br other, disciplines, and should therdfoie have generalizable at- '
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tributes and theoretical constructs helpful to others participating
in the caring processes.

°Being concerned .with processes .of caring and helping, nurses
must have concern for Potential and actual health problems and
varyingtsociocuItural orientations. Caring, as one Of the oldest arts
of mankind, is one, of the least underatood phewomena. Arid::yet,
it is probably the most crftical Variable . in helping people attain
or regain health. Rigorons inquiry is the approach to understand-

! ing and providing therapeutic nursing care interventions. Quality
dodtoral and master's prOgrams for nurses are the significant means
to help the profession systematically explore these care processes
and phenomena and to give leadership to the body of nursing sci.

, The writer. further holds to tile assumption that doctorally pre-
pared nurses are a national and international asset, and that their
preparation is an excellent Federal investment. The Ainerican
scrciety and other cultures as well would struggle vainly to survive
without competent nurses for thousands of people under normal

, conditions of life and death crkees. Somehow, people assuMe and
expeet riursinecare will be given to them when needed, and yet it

,9has been a struggle for nurses to get public recognition and funds
for .maintaining this national expectifflon. In the market idiom of
our American culture, One can hold that the products of doctoral

and master's degree nursing programs are not onlY a wise invest-
... men- but can be a highlY. profitable natiohal and international

Still anothei---a;-isumption about the need for doctoral programs
for nOrses must be stated--itzthat healthtare in the United States
is undergoing some major cha:nges,- and nursing as the largest, ,--
111ealth manpover group must have well,prepared and knowledge-
able leaderS to provide new modes of ,healthcareaerviCes. Fur-

- therrpore, since the nursing:profession is responsible to reiWate-it&._.
own destinybased upon so6etal inputs, it must move forward tO
achieve ,a new kind of health care and . different kinds of caring
syste

MS
and:especially for Ai-yerse sociOcultural groups. Doctoral

(programs in nUrsing can provide an important means to achieve
, these goals.

Sonie Critical Issues and Conflict AreaS
"At present; educators in doctoral prOgrams for nurses are faced

with a number ot critical issues, paradoxes, and, even dilernmas. It
is paradoxical in this time of great societal expectations in:health
-care, that Pederal and, State Aupport, funds for nursing .are



limited, uncertain, and generally miniscule. We are encouraged by
'the:prospect ,Federal support for "adyariceetraining in nurs-
'irig" as advocated in Senate Bill Number 66, but Rill there remains
the Spectre of Acertainty and the danger of inadequate funding.
Unfortunatel3F,,suppiort from hinds through philanthrophicsaurces
are similarly uncertain and negligible. Thus, the paradox remains:
need for graduate nursing education on the one hand; lack of re-
sources to mount and maintain quality, graduate programs on the
other.

There is in addition the confounding fact that most private and
State institution; of higher ed,ueation are constrained by a mood
of reconsolidation and.rettendiment. This "no,growth" or "steady
stateperiod" of the past 5 years-has madeit extremely difficult for
academic 'administrators tO maintain or reenforce their present
educational commitments, much less initiate any needed new pro-
grams in higher education. This trend fur higher education, plus
being "on, trial" to prove an obvious ed41.tional and sOcietal need,
is a countervalent force to the critical needs in nursing. Pi6sently,
the American, public wants and needs qualitY numing and health
,care to be 'available to all people and at costs they ,can .,afford."
Therefore, quality nurse clinicians, researchers, arid leaders of a
desired caliber are essential to fulfill this societal expectation. But
-this goal is difficult to attain when funds are so precarious and"
meager tO nursing', and th,e philosophy of higher education so con-
strained and limited.

,
The paradox-, is all too familiar, Now at a time Svhen nu'rse

researchers,: theoreticians, and" schbfars in nursing are' needed to
:contributeto health care change,.doctoral Programs are generally

beiiig discouraged due to the "oyersupply" of Ph.D.'s and competi-
tion for.,the Federal and State dollar.. MOreover, in contrast With
other academit diSciplines, nursing does not have an "oversupply"
of Ph.D.'s. and has come "late to the table" in its bid for financial
support for ;doctoral education: Now is the- time that nursingis
ready to' iknprOve the quality -of nursing care through study and
'application of emerging research findings that have great potential
-to change the quality and quantity of health care delivery -services
to People. The need for a core of nurse researchtirs to pursue the
syStematic study of niirsing problems is very great now; yet there
is hiited,public- awareness about the values of- nursing research
and likted nionieA available for.nursing.research through State,

deral, and.private sources. Research. progress-faces hard times.
Tiie. are some of the general Ohradoxes and the ethos in this

-period hen nursing.adin:nistrators in universities have been try-
.
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ing t establish or maintain present doctoral programs for nurses.
Amid these overwhelming 'conditions, some progress is being made.
However, the number of nurses able to .pUrsue doctoral study in the
immediate future is problematic in light of tiie above-mentioned
paradoxeS. ,

There is fUrther hope that as -the present core-of nurse-
%archers and nurse scholars make their impact upon .m2roving
patient care and educational processes, the public will recognize
these achievements and funds Will gradually become available. It
is fortunate that for.many years-, the Division of Nursing has stead-
fastly assisted schools of nurs.ng to get money for research projects °

and facilities. Also, the nu.sing- researdi conferences it has sup-
;
ported and its nursing research publications have served to further
stimulate interest in nursing practice research. (27'2') Many nurses
realize that a heightened thrust of research in nursing is needed
to strengthen our body of nursing knowledg for apPlication to
nursing practice and to enrich content for doctoral programs in
nursing.

inust additionally be realized that obtaining support for
higher: edUcation and research" is only a part of a larger yroblem.
We still have the :Serious problem of how to, prepare a sufficient
number 'of deans of university schools, direetors of nursing
services, and nursing leaders-at the Federal level through doctOral
programs of study. The Shortage of such,well-prepared nurse ad-
ministrators and leaders is acute and itl remain so until such time
as their lev"..el of-educational preparation keeps pate with the de- .

.=rnands for their skills and role expectations. Nurses' in. management.
. .

roles need doctoral preparation for the sgstematic study and. Solu--
tion of critical and recurrent administrative problems. The nature ,

of social organizations and cultural' Systems influencing nursing
administrative and multidisciplinary problems are timely areas for
their exploration.

Another issue which faces the nursing prol'ession and needs
spdy at :the doctoral level has conCern for adjusting the nursing .

'role id accordance with cultural patternS,1cu1tural vAlue ?hanges,
and seitial systems. The role of nurses, in 'open and.closed 'healtfi
care systems and-the activities Of nurses in health care:maintenance
programs and in public educational activities .with differznt cul-.
tures, are 'among the important areas which need to be 'explored,'
and tested. Students and doctoral_ faculty in nursing and also in-
terested colleagues in other disciptinessan undertaib indepth k3tudy
of nursing and other health care roles as they relate .to differenta
popult$n

.

gi..oups. The 'unique features and eompon,ents of-nursing

'2 2



.71).

practice and the establishment of a classificatory method to oiter
.riursing. phenomena are" areas that remain virtually unexplored.
Essential exploration in nursing has lagged -beCause of the 'dearth
of doctorally prepared nurses to undertake rig6rad's study-of -the --
nature, essenee, -and ' dozninarit -taxonomig domains- of nursing
practice. Until these major areas are systematically studied, it will ,
be difficult to fully comprehend the scientific nature,' scope,. ancl
contribution of nursing to health care deliyery systems. ;,;

Still another significant issue concerns waYs to tighten the gaps
between nursing education and practice. Nurses with doctoral
preparation should carefully explore these gaps and test approaches

gr. ins. .

to improve: tient care, nurse-patient Satisfactions, and nursing
education pro -

. . 0

Tkere is also the need for doctorally prepared nurses to explore
.

: ,

the development of multiclisciplinary\health .i.Tlatioliships,*.educa-
tional programs,- research, and patien4care modalities. °However,
the issue of whether nursing should be involved with multidisci-;
plinary service and educ.ation until it has refined its own body of
knowledge and.systems of Practise remains debatable. If itigh be
argued that a multidiSciplinary apProach helps 'to identify each
discipline's areas of practice and responsibility. I am inclined. to
be somewhat skeptical of this approach because of the dearth of
nurse leaders who are -sufficienti? knowledgeable to debate; discuss
and' research .multidisciplinary work on a 4airly equal, collegial
basis. Without such collegial interchange, nursing may emerge not
as a full-fledged discipline, but rather as an "adjunitt" or a "non-
distinct" specie. The esse,nce and importance of the' unique role of
nursing in health 'care needs contimied emphasis by nurses of the
highest educational achievements:,

Issues related -to -the Federal,' Goverament's -shifting from de:,
a; centralization to centralized man,agement bostur6s poses problehis

and conflicts in planning for doctoral programs and nursing re-
search endeavors. It is, the author's belief that with limited re-
sources and a limited:Core of nurse leaders prepared.at the docteral
level, there is need' for carefully conceived national and regional
plans for clOctoral nursing education and for research' programs.
Coordination of efforts'and avoidance of duplication of specialized.....,

.prngrams across the Country °is imperative.. Which educational
pz ogranis and research actiwities are toche oentralied or decentral-
ized remains a_major i:.:Sue in nursing.

And finally, there is the issue related to the pros and cons of the
practiceLoriented doctoral degree and the research-oriented doctoral
degree. One c6uld ell a?gue that the latter must procede the

. .,./



former to establish a practice degree program. However, there are
leaders who argue conversely' that.the clinical-based prograrn is a
first step to describe and empirically document nursing phenomena.
Perhaps additional eXperience with bOth types of programs will
proN6de us. with answers to this dilemma.

Part II: Survey Findings Relative to Projected Programs
of.Doctoral Education '

The Survey Questionnaire
A survey ,questionnaire was deyeioped.by the investigator based

Upon her own interst in doctoral progrnms for nurses and upon
receiving inquiries about the number o id kinds of doctoral pro-
grams for nurses that were being dev loped or wvre under con-
sideration ,for the future. :N:urse leaoers of the Division: of Niirsing
_and ,of the America-, Association of CollegeS of Nursing had also
h-e-e/r4aising questions_ about the facts and the futUre of .doctoral
education for 'nurses. Deans of schools of nursing and Federal

- administrators wanted to know what new nursing programs in the
" country were being contemplated. their location, and their academic.

level. Federal and State (Monies yould,nOt be justified without such
haseline data about nurSing-progritms. Although futuristie or pro-
jective planning is a responsibiliy of tdrninitators i educators, and
financiers, they had lackad national data essential to such planning.
Since the .investigator had been active for several years in the
development of doctoral programs, in December., 1973, she under-
took -this survey in ooperation with-the.Division of Nursing and
.the Ametican AssociatiOn of Colleges of Nursing.

A two-page questionnaire to elicit data about doctoral education
fornurses was sent to 58Thationally accredited schools of nurSing"

' ,offering'programS'in graduate nursing educatiOn. 'Responses were
received .from 80 percent or a totalfof 46 schools.,To supplement
any missing or ambiguous data froth,thespondents, the investi-
gator Contacted them by phoneJor mail, con"iulted their catalogs,,
and. sought-other appropriate resources.

'The questionnaire was designed to 'elicit data responsesdto ap-
proxiMately 30, variables related to sUCh broad cmicerns -as-: -(1)
.current number.of Previously existing and new doctoral programs
Tir nurses; (2) present number, of post-master's and .doctoral pro-
gtam offerifigs; (3) plans for establishing doctoral programs and

Tables 2 and 2. in this section, rAtect data available at the date of the conference. Data
upiatintt thelle two tables to March I. 1976, aiv appended- to this paP.cr us tables AI and A2.
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type of degree under consideration; (4) receipt of verbal and
written requests from nurses for doctoral study opportunities; (5)
potential source of current and future funding-to support doctoral
programs for 'nurses; (6) existing numbers and projected needs
for nurses With doctoral preparation on a State and regional basis;
(7) :ongoing researckactivities in schools to support 'doctoral pro-
grams of study; (8) number of nurse-faculty prepared to con-
tribute to or conduct doctoral programs; and (9) pei-ceived prior-,
ities relative to doctoral preparation' for nurseS. The findings from
this survey reflect the status of doctoral programs for 'nurses and
planning for such programs as of January 1974. Certain'additional
data have made it possible in some cases to present information as
of July 1974.

Geographic Distribution of New and Previously
Existing Programs

Since geographic factors are of vital, importance for national ,

and regioAl education- planning, the investigator classified data
with°respect to four major geographic areas in the United States;
naniely, the Eastern,.Midcearal, Western, and Southern regions.2
All,data werea-nalyzed to 'provide a picture of the regional,distrib
tion'of established_ and'projected doctoral programs for mirses as
of July, 1974. Figure I ',Shows the number and kinds of doctdal
programs for nurses ineach of the four areas. This overall view
of doctoral education tor rturses in the United States throws into
relief the geographi'Cal location, sites for doctoral study and demo-,
igaphic epicenters for,these prograrns.

Table I presents data regarding the universities offering Nurse-
Scithtist (Ph.D.) .Programs with. Division of Nursing support dur-
ing the period 1962 Lo July 1974. Several -of the Nurse-Scientist
frogram deans or directors said in their survey responses -that
their ptogram would be phased out Within 2 yuars. Discussion with
a Division of Nursing ,official resulted In similar information.420)
Soine surVeY responses indicated, that Nurse-Scientist Programs
would. be terminated or modified as additiOnal universities pro-
.. .

ceeded to establish and .921pport programs leading to a doctorate In
nursing,. Suchprograms, however, would be contingent. upon

.proval -by their graduate scbool council and institultional boards-of
'

2 These regions generally follow nursing demographic studies except for the Suuthern
region in this survey. For example. WCHEN has grouped all 13 States together as **Western"
without cultural. ecory;mic, and social considerations that they tend ethnographkally to be' .
:more akin to ..other Southern Str;tes es found in the lower region of -the 12.itteci States. Hence,
the author's decision to make the Southern States more_ n Hi L. with other general ethno..
graphic and demographic. features.
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Figure 1.Regional oi%trItMiOn of. established and Projected doctoril prograrnsfer nurses in the United States as Of July 1974
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highereducation, as well as upon availability of State or private
support.

sable 1.7-Univers'des inthe United States with nurse-Scientist Ph.D. program
grants, from 1962 to July 1974 ' "'

4. " -- --
Year grant Disciplines nurses pursue
initiated Dottoral degree (Ph.D.), 7- University and,location

Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts

University of Washington
Seattle, Washington

Ca Se Western_ Reserve University
Cleveland', Ohio

University of Karisits
Kansas City, Missouri

Teact ers College. Columbia _.

MA/ York City, New York
University of Colorado

DenVer, Colorado
University of Arizona ..

TucSOn, Arizona
University of Illinois

Cfricago, Illinois
University of Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh,- Pennsylvania

Nevi York Uniiersity
New York City, New York.

1962 Anthropology, Biology,'
Psyci ology, Sociology

1963 Anthropology, M'crobiology,
Psychology, Sociology

1963 Anthropology, SociologY,
Biology, PhStiolo6,
Psychology

1965 Anatomy, Anthropology,
Physiology,;Psychology,
Sociology,:CommUnication,
and Human Relations

1966, Anthropology, PsYchology,
Sociology .

1967 Anthropology, Physiology,
Psychology, Sociology

1967 Anthropology, SoCiology,
Physiology

1969 Anatomy, Microbiology,
Physiology

'1970 Research Training in Clinical
Nursing, Materniti Nursing,
.and Pediatric Nursing

'1974 Nursing

I New York University Thitiated their' Nurse-Scienti!t .iprogram after July 1, 1974.
An Official from file Divisibn of Nursing said that eight of the- above Nurse.Scientist

programs will be ierminated bV December 1.975.

Table 2 shows there f.tre seven universities which are nOw.offer-:.
'ing doctoral programs in, nursing in'the United States. Historical
data regarding the year the program was initiated, the type of
degree awarded and the areas of study are shown on this table.

Table. 3 shows as of July 1974 .the number and location of new.
and previonsly -.existing doctoral programS.for nurses, location,
yearof establisffineht,.the type of degree offered, and major areas

"of study..Parenthetically, the data presented in this summary table
'is of the Jeind that has been-r.e.quesfed during the last 2. yea.rs by
State and Federal afithorities.and by nearly-40 graduates of scho'ols

,of nursing. As evident from the data intables 3, 4, and .5, there are
12 establkhed doctoral progn,ms for nurses and plans for:estab-
lishing an, additional 22 befr:re 1980.
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The geographic distribution of these doitoral programs (table
4) is as follows: 10 programs iñthe East; 11 in the Midcentral; 7
in the.South cond 6 in the West. The phasing out of the 10 Nurse-
Seientist Prokrams, however, will reduce the totid 'to 24.

Table 5, shows that of the 22 prorected programs, 12 will offer
the doctor of philosophy ,clegree in mirsing -(Ph.D.) and 7 a pro-
fessional' doctorate in nurSing, such as the: D.N. or_D.N.S. degree.
The. largest number of new programs are projected for the Mid-
central region with a total of 8 programs having been planned as
of Pebruary 1974.

Table 2.'universities and types'of doctoral deXe programs in nursing in the
United States, as of July 1974

University andlocation

Teachers College,
- Columbia 'University

New York, New York
New York University

New `fort New York -
_

University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Boston University
Sioston, Massachusetts

University of California
San Francisco, California

Year Type of
progra m deg-ee
offered awarded Areas of study

1920's . Ed.D 'Nursing Education
Nursing Administration

1934 Ph.D. ..;Nursing
Ed.D. Nursing Education

Nursing Administration
Nursing Specialties

1954 Ph.D. Maternity Nursing
Pediatric Nursing
Psychiatric Nursing

1960 . D.N.S. -Psychiatric Nursing

1964 D.N.S. Medical.Surgical Nursing
Maternal-Child NurSing
Psychiatric Nursing
Community Health

Nursing'
D.N.S. Psychiatric Nursing

Medical-Surgical Nursing.
The CattioricUoiversity 1967

of America
Washington, D.C.

Texas Women's 'Universitx 1974
Austin, Texas

;

Ph.D. Nursing
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Table 3.Projected and previously- eStablished doctoral programs' for nurses in .

the United States, by region, luly 1974
-

Doctorally
prepared Proposed Year initiated

School and location faculty degree or proposed

1. Eastern Region

Projected Doctoral Programs
1. Yale University

New Haven, Connecticut
2. University of Delawai'e

Newark, Delaware
3. University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
3 . 4. Syracuse Univer$ity

Syracuse, New York
5. University. of Rochester

Rochester. New York
6. University 'of

Massachusetts
Amherst Massachusetts.

EV.a.7liShed Prograrris (;Ise.
Scientist. or Other Programs)

7. Boston UniverAy
9ton, Massachusetts

8: Teachers "College _

Columbia University,.
NewYork, New York
University of Pittsburgh
Pitt.ibiiroh, Pennsylvania

10. New Yc.r4 Un.vers'ty _

New Y14, New '?Drk

4

4

5 ' N.6.

3

11

c

Ph.D. in nursing 1975 to 1976
(or D.N.S.)

Ph.D. 1975 1...o 1976

1975 to 1976

D.N.S: 1978 to 1979

Ph.D. in nursing 1975 to 1976

Dr. in health 1975 to 1976
sciences

N-6," Pn.6. in 1052
cognpte

5 Ph.D. M iursing
N-S, Ph.D. in

cognate discipline
5 N.S, Ph.D. in

nursing
7 N,S, Ph.D.. Ed.D. 1934

ii 1974 (N,S)

192C .

1966 (NS)

1970

Midcentral

Projecteii Doctdral PrograMs
1. University of Kansas _

Kansas City, Kansas
-' 2. University of Michigan ._.

Ann Arbor, Michigan
3 University of Indiana

Indianapohs, Indiana
4. ---University of Wisconsin _

Madison. Wisconsin
5. University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa
6. Northern Illinois University

PeKelb, Illinois
7. University of Ihinois

6hicago, IIlnois

Region

6 D.N.S.

10 Ph.D. in clinical
nursing

12 D.N.S.

13 Ph.D. in

9 N.D.

7 D.N.

. 1979

1975

1975

nursing 1979

1976*to 1978

1978

25 Ph.D. ih nursing 1975

18

a



Tab 3.7Projected \\and previously established doctoral progrania .for nurses In
the United States, by region, July 1974Continued

Doctórally
prepared Propdsed

'Schbol and location faculty degree
Year initiated
or proposed

U. Midcentral RegionContinued
8. Case Western Reserve . 15 Ph.D. in nursing

University 1.

Cleveland, Ohio

Established. Programs (Nurse-
:Scientist or.Other' Progrrs)

9. Case Western Reserve- ___
University

Cleveland, Ohio
UniversiiSr of Kanvas _

Lawrence, Kansas 1

11. University of IllinoiS
Chiqago, Illinois 1

1974'

16 N-S, Ph.D. in 1963
cognate discipline

6 N-S, Ph.D. in
cognatejisciphne

25 N-S, Ph.D. in
cogriate discipline

1 III. Southerd Region
-Projected Doctoral Programs1

,

1.. University of Arizona\ 8 Ph.D. in
Tucson, Arizona . \ -.

2. Acizona State University _ 11 Ph.D. in
3. Univers:ty of Alabama \ L.._ 7 'D.N.S.

Birmingham, Alabama .....,\
4: Medical College of 2 D.N.S.

'Georgia. .
Augusta, Georg'

,

5.. UriverSity of Arkansas
Medical ,Center

Little Rock. Arkansas

Established Programs (N-S
or Other. Programs)

6. 'University of Texas
Austin, Texas .

7. University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona

IV.

Projected Docturcal Programs
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington

2. University of California
Los Angeles, California

3. .University of Utah
Salt 'Lake City, Utah

nursing

nursing

Ph.D... in nursing

4 Ph.D. in nursing.

10 NS, P.h.D, in
cognate discipline
Ph.D.

Western Region
\

-
1

28 Ph.O.
,

D.N.

D.N.S.

in nursing

1965

1969

1976

1-75.- 77

1975-1977

1975

1975

1967

1975

1976

1



Table 3.4rojected apd prevfoUsly .established doctoial programs for nurses in
the United States, by region; July 19'74Continued

Doctorally
prepared proposed

School and location' , faculty degree
Yeair initiated
or, proposed'

IV. Western RegionContinued
Established Programs (NS
or: Other Programs)

4. University of Colorado ___
Denver, Colorado .

5- Universitlr. of Washington
Seattle, Washington'

6. University of California __
San Francisco, California

11 N-S, Ph.D. in ' N:D.
cognate discipline

28 N-S, Phr.D.. in ./ 1963
cognate discipline

16 D.N.S. in nursing 1964

N.0 -,No data, or uncertainty of data.
Was approved as of June 1975

Table 4.Total number of nurse-faculty with doctoral degrees and established
or planned new doctoral programs for nurses, as of July 1974, 'per region '

Number of
Doctc2ital

programs
nurse-faculty Estab-

Region with doctorate lished New Total'

East 51 4 6

Midcentral 145 3 11

South '45 2 5 7
West 102 3 3 6

Total 343 12 22 34

I Emeritus faculty with doctoratei who pre not, directly involved in doctoral program
teaching, research and curriculum d.avelopment are excluded.

-Table 5.types and ntimber of new doctoral degree programs in nursing being
initiated or established in the, linited States, as of July. 1974

i
4 .

Type and number of new degree programs

-.--
.

Region , "
Ph.D. in
nursing

D.N. or
D.N.S. Other

Not
specified Total

East . 3 1 1 1

.

6.

Midcen ral .. - '4 3 0 1 . 8
Soutb 3 2 0 0 6

West 2 1 0 0 3

Total 12 7 1 2 22

31
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Nurse-Facultr for I:Mai:oral Programs

As reveale'd in able .3, the distribution of nurse-faculty with
-doctoral preparatibn Varied considerably from a single faculty

Member in Orie school to.fulfy 28 in another. The schools of nursing
with the largewnumber f doctorally prepared nurse-faculty as of
February 1974 were as follows: University of Washington, 28;
University of Illinois, 25; University of California at San Fran-
cisco, 16; and Case Western Reserve University, 16. The remaining
schbols of, nursing hhd a.range of from 1 to 13 nurse-faculty with
doctoral preparation.. "'

As additionally shown in table 4, the puniber of doctorally pre-
pared nurse4aeulty within institutions offering or contemplating
doctoral proirams totals 343. This reflect:I, approximately a mean

f. of 14 doctorally prepared nurse-faculty for the present propoSed
24 doctoral programs 2 continuing Nurse-Scientist Programs
and 22 new or established doctoral programs in nursIng). Un-
doubtedly, many of these facull:y have heavy administrative and
teaching responsibilities which limit their time for contributions
to'nursing and research and instruction in their doctoral program.

By 1980, hopefully, doctcral programs will haye.a sufAcient num-
ber of doctorally prepared faculty to insure Program qualit. ln
several. universities, pon-'nurse faculty members contribute directly
or indirectly to doctoral programs for nurses, and especially fbr the
Nurse-Scientist Programs.

Preferred Type of Poctotal Degree

The survey respondents wire asked to indicate whether they
preferred to support a Practice-oriented professional degree such .

as a D.N.S., or researeh,oriented academic degree such as a Ph.D.
(These types- of degrees have been identified and described .by the
American Couneil Graduate Schools1) As indicated in table 6.
26 of the 446 respondents favored thte research-oriented Ph.D_
degree; 16,..the praCtice-oriented degree. Several commented that
they felt the ph.D. research-oriented degree was essential tb veri-
fying and adding to the body of nursing knowledge, and that it

eshould predate the profer:sionally oriented degree. The proponents.
:of the latter degree, however, felt that research should be an inte-
gral part of a professional degree and that this degree-could pry-
vide a clinical empirical approach to nursing knowledge.,

Informatiot elicited regarding the number of nursei interested
doctoral study and Aheir degree preferences appears in table 7.
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Ten of the schools did not respond to' this item of inquiry. From:
the respdtses of the 36 others, hoWever, it appears that in 1973.
they had 'received a total of 818 (inquiries frem nurses interested
in doctdral Study. The' targest number of inquiries were from the
MidweSti Western, and: $Outirrn regions of the country. This
finding'is an important ,clue to the number of nurse§ seeking
doctoral preparation and a base for predicting future requests.

Another important finding rev,ealed in,table 7, is that there is
a definite trend toward, the acquisition of doctorates in Mirsing
tather than in a non-nursing discipline. Fully 267 Mi'rses made .

spon,tineous requests for a doctoral degree in nursinfi; only 55
nurseiffieferred to earn a doctoralliegree in such areas as anthro-
pology, sociology, or psycholny, etcetra. Several deans of schools.
of- nursing said they -would be seeking and employing nurses with
a nursing doctorate, rather than a doctorate degree'in a cognate
discipline. ,

Tible 6.Type of 'doctoral degree preferred by dean or director of school
of 'nursing, per region

Research-oriented Practice-oriented- Total .
.deeree (Ph.D.) decree (D.N.,

Region Yes No Yes No

1 . 12

Midcentra). 9 5 1 ,,- 15

South 4 5 9

West 6 3 1

Total ___ 26 16 3 46

Table 7..7-Vital number of requests in 1973 from nurses to purtue doctoral study
and type Of degree requested

-
- Types of doctoral degree
Total Schools'. requested

ntirse with . Docterate
requests - no Doctorate non- No

Repion -(1973) reply in nursing nursing reply

East 175. 3 72 , 8 20

Midcentral 254 3 70 12 18

South ; _ 190 2 '50 , 20, 30

West 199 2 75 15 10

Total -(N-46) _ ---- ___ 318 10 267
_-

55 e 78

3 3
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Estimated Number of Master's and Post-Master"s
.Nursing Students

, Two questions were asked to faCilitate cogent planning for doc-
toral-programs, namely, (1) w.hat,is -the total enrcillment of full-
alid part-time master's degree nursing students 'lc, the 1972-73

...And 'the 197$-74 academic year ?; and (2) if you have a post-
master's degree .program, what ,is the total enrollment for these
respective academic years? The roSponses- ''aS; 'shown ii table 8
Indicate that there were an. estimated 7,283 students in master's
'programs- during those years. Of the 46 responding schools, 40
replied to both questions. Table '8 indicates a slight decrease in
total enrollment in 1973-74 compared with the preceding year
(dut possibly to the uncertain availability of graduate trainee-
ships). Data from the Eastern region show a marked trend to part-
time st.udy, whereas rn,the Midcentral region there was a marked
increase in full-time enrollment. Moderate shifts in enrdllment
Were noted for the' Southern and Western regions:

Table '9 shoWs that there were roughly an average of 185 full-
and part-time students in post-master's programs in .ursing in
the -United States from 1972 to 1974 With a total eStiMate of 370
students.. These findings have some importance for predicting 'the
petential nurnber of applicants for doctoral stud:,;.. A total potmtial

: of 7,653 Master's and liost-master'i students froin 40, schools of
nursing (approximately 70 percent of a .tótal of 58 graduate pro-
grams) angues forceully .for planning to increaSe the availability
of doctoral programs. If even one-fourth.or roughly 2,000 of the
master's and post4naster's students moved toward doctoral study, 1.
within a short period Of time we, may. well face an educational
demand, and nurses Would again turn to doctoral study in non-
nursing disciPlines.

Costs and Financial Support for Doctoral Programs

The Aurvey respondents -were asked whether their sChoola of,
nursing had adequate State ("hard") monies to support a doctoral
program for nuiSeS: Table 10 reveals that 41 of the,46 responding
'schools felt that State funds' to maintain a doctoral brogiam were
inadequate.

<The responses in table 11 reflect more than a 3 to 1 probability
that adequate State or non-State fUnds for doctoral programs -
would not Ir forthcoming. The uncertainty on non-State funds
from Federal and private sources was clearly evident injtheir re-
sponses.
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Table 8.TOtil, number of full- and part-time' master's degree students In
40 sOools of nurting in the United Statei during 1972-73 and 1973-74

acaden)ic years

Time period
.

Region 1972-73 1973,74 - Totals

East . . Full tiMe- 1,00 840 1,860
. , Part time 359

.,
755 1,114

Midcentral Full time
/

,S19 608 1,127
Part iime / 406 160 566.

Sputh Full time .. , ,/ 405 320 725
Part time. .242 148 390

West.' Full time 637 .665 1,302
Part time 100 . 99 199

Total. 3,638 3;595 7;283

Table 9.Total number of full- and parttime 'post-master's students
- n 1972-73 and 1973-74 in the United States

1972-73 . c 1973-74 Totals

A t'ull time = 71 Full time = 58 129
Part tirrie .= 129 . . Part time = 112 241 .

Total = 200 Total.= 170 370
. .

Table 10,-Adequacy Of State (hard funds) for doctoral\
programs in schools of nursing

Region
'.AdeciUiacy of funds
Yes No /

..
East
Midcentral , -;:.-,

1

1

/-
14
14

South 2 7

West.
'...,

1 6
.

Total (N-46) 1 5 41

Table 11.Belief that schools of nursiné could. get State or
funds for doptorai programs for nurses

non-State

State funds Non-State funds.
Region Yes No Yes, .No Unsure

East 0 12 o 10 4
Midcentral ----- 5 12 1 7 5
South 4 6 o 6 4
West 1 1 . 6 1 '2 6

Total (N-46) ... 10 36 2 '25 19
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A surey quesliOn regarding the direct' cost of\doctoral.programs -
o .. . I .-

and research-Costs ratnging from $20,000 to $354,000. Theie esti-
mate§ excluded indirect costs such aa library usage, physical Main-
tenance of the'Aassroorns, central university administration costs,
etcetra: The highest mean .cost was in the Southern region with a
Mean estimate of $226',000 for the fiscal year 1972-73. It is indeed
evldent that the costS to conduct a doctoral program can neither be' ',
casuay absorbed nor oVerlonked, and vary considerably by insti--
tution. It must also be recognized that, as the smaller doctoral pro-
grams grow to meet increasing student numbers, their costs. will
increase proportionately. `. , .., .

As to the degree of financial support for doctoral programs in °

197243, the investigator also wondered if the present doctoral
priSgrains were more than 50 percent or less than 50 percent .14p-
ported by Federal monies. ,The responses iffdicated that 10 of the /
.12 doctoral programs for nurses Were federally supported by less
than 50 percent. However, ai! but 2 of the 12 established doctoral
programs for nurses were receiving some Federal funds. The con-

\cern to get adequate State funds was expressed by the respondents
as well as the necessity to project realistic cost estimates for doc-
toral programs. This survey reaffirms the need for both Federal .

and State support for doctoral programs, and for precise planning
to rneethudgetary reqpirements.

1 7Annut Nurse Tiaineeship Requirenfents :

. /.
Each survey respondent was asked.:to estimate the number/of

traineeships needed each !.-ear fOr Auderits studying atpredoctoal,
doctoral, and postdoctoral levels. The findings reported in tirile 12
indicate an estimated 'annual requirement of 952 traineeships.
Nurses in: preductoral stUdy and nurses completing doctoral can-
didacy requirements (approximately 435,in each group) were most
in need of traineeship assistance. :

Tile question relative to preference for individual fellowship or
inatitutional fellowship program (the former going, directly to the
student and the latter to the institution fOr support: of doctoral
'Study) is the concern of table 13. Deans of 17 nursing programs
preferred individual fellov:ship support.and 18 preferred infAitu-
tional grants. There were 11 respondents Who were uncertain of
their preference and of these, several did, not understand the differ-
ences in the two approaChes. The majority of t he deans said it
mould be iinpossible to conduct a doctoial nursin -TOgram with-
out support from Federal, State, or private resourCes. They also
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TAre412.Estynated number of nitrie,tsineeships 'desired per,year for:
predpctoral, doctoral candidacy, and postdoctoral studies

Region
,

East 145
Midcentral 123
SOuth 1;15

West .54,
Total - 37

Doctoral
candidacy Postdoctoral Total

163 29 237
102 25 250
105 16 236
63 , ' 13 130

433 ' 82 952

Table 13.rreference of eans for individual felloWship over dn
institutional /doctoral. -support program .

t
Region Yes No Uncertain

Eait
. I

Midcentral i
..,

South. 1

West 1-
Total (N-46)

--u--
5 . 5 3 ,

6 5 6
4 d. 2
3 rd 0

17 18 11.

Table 14,Opinian regarding adequacy of 'nursing research activity to
support.-doctoral study for nurses

.

Region
-

Yes No No re0onse
..

East 8 23
Midceniral 2 13 1 N

South 0 ' 9 1

West. 2 4 1

Total (N-46) 7 34 5

Table 15.State role positions anticipated for nurses who'have
conipleted :!octoral study (1973), by region

-.,.

Btimated nurither of nuries with ,doctarates'and roles for 1973
Administration

t
-__

Schools Nursing .

\ Re-, of seiv- 'Teach: anical Consul-
Region search nursing ices ing pr.actice , tiiition Totai

East . 55 51 60 280 ''' 231 . 52 729
yidcentral 100 110 205 224 . 113 42 794
South . 20 ,42 20 108 10 18 218
West , 30 21 18 61 45 25 200

Totals 205 224, 303 673 '4399 137 1941,

Forty (70 percent) of the schools of nursing with graduate programs replied.
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mane :t wear Oat :ne inuiviauai tenowsnip kwnicn, generany
Pleas the student) does not cover Oministrative costs to conduct
a doeto al nursing program.

of Nuraing Research Activity to Support
Doctor I Programs

An essential requirement for anY ddctoral program is the need
for an active, ongoing research.program in the school. Survey re-
spondents were asked to comment on the adequacyof such re-
search programs in their schools. Table 14 shows that 34 (or 65
percent) of the 46 deans, or ilirectorS of graduate programs felt
they did not live an adequate -nursing regenrch program to sup-
port doctoral education for nurses. Seven schools felt they did have
an adequate research program, .and five, schools did not,respond
to this qUestion. The two :dominant reasons fOr regarding" a re-
search proggm as inadequate were: (1) the lack 'of a sufficient
ntimber of well-prepared doctoral nurse-faculty to give leadership
to.such a research program, and, (2) the lack of funds and faculty
'time to conduct nursing research projecth. The majority of deans
expressed these' two heeds as high priorities and as post critical
needs.

Number and -Roles of,Doctorally Prepared Nurses

As the national need for doctorally prepared nurses had not been
previously estimated, respondents were asked their 'views concern-,
ing this need and concerning roles for nbrses with doctOrates at
the tinalof tfte survey (1973), and 5 Years hence (1978). Table 15
provido the iole positions estimated within each dean's State for
1973..This national crude .estimate indicates that a'S of 1973 the
'requirement was for 1,941 doctOrally prepared nurseg. The great-
est need was Tor teachers, the next for nurse-clinicians, the third
greatest for administrators of nursing service, and the fourth, for
administrators of schools- of nursing. Research add consultation
were viewed respectively as the next priorities. The Midcentral and ,
Eastern regions indicated the greatest need for nurses with doc-
toral preparation; the Western and Southern regions showed con
si4.rably less need. These findings provide directional possibilities
fOr potential utilization of-nties with doctoral preparation.

Table 16 presentk., opinion relative to State role positions for
nurses with doctorates in the year.1978. The survey respondents
deemed that nearly 3,000 doctorally prepared nurses will be needed
by 1978. The estirnAed priorities are as follows : teaching, .889;
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.
vs- Schools Estimat. Vacancies in thho on los

Table 16.Es limated State role positions anticipated for nurses with doctoraVis in year 1978it

Estimated number of nurses with doctoratee and roles bL1975
Administration

Region

..

Research
Schools of

nursing
Nursing
services

.
Teaching

Clinical
practice -

Comul
tat:ols

HSR
2

Other
rQles

East 117 60 . 70 360 305 30 r" 25 14
Filikentral ' .1 150 ' 180 180 490 120 85., 40 30
South
West

75
67 t

61
37 . .

44 .

58
85 .

154 ..

AP
110

41 .
40

30 ,

24
0

23
'Totals 409 243 . 352 889 585 254 119 . 67

t Forty (70 percent) of schools Of nursing with graduate programs replied.
Health science' roles.

Table 17.Estimatespf number of doctoral nurse vacancies In respondent's State and regional areas as of December 1973 and.1

, Present vacancies with no. 5 years
lei

total nU
.

(Decemlier 1973) reel/ (1978) . reply need
..,___. : Region qtate Region . Region State . Region Region \ by 197

East
Midcentral
South
West

Totals

... .J.

1.

e

t-

323
918
17C
83

1,494

' 300
516

1,100
127

2,442
°

4....

5
4
2

15

1.

.

7I6,..,
775' '
260
1.55

1,915

1,020
33('

1;300
240

2,890 .

6
.8
5
2

21 ..

Total number of schools of nursing replying to" questionnaire was 46:

2,5-68
, 2,538..

3,030
605

8,741
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IS 15.EstImstsd Stabil, role positions Inticipatsd tor nurses with doctorates in year 1918'

.. ,..-.......-

t

Estimated number of nurses with doctorates and roles by 1975

Administration ' I tl

Schools of Nursing Clinical Consul HSR 1 Other

Research nursing services Teaching practice teflon ' roles Total,

117 60 70 360 305 80 25 14 11.031 :,..

150 180 180 290 120 85
41P0

30 980 '

75 .4 61 . 44 85 50 41 ,f 0 385

67 37 58 110 . 48 24 ' 23 N . 521

409 243 352
,154
889 . 585' 254 , 119 67

of sultools' of nursing with graduate programs replied.

,

af number of doctoral nurse vacancies In respondent's State and regional areas as of December 1973 and 19780

4

SchOold EstimOted.

.
_, - Vacancies in

with na totalmurseS
rresent vacancies

- Schools
with ,no 5 years

,.
,

. (DeceVnber 1973) reply (1978) . I:eply ' needed

- . State Region Region State , Region Region' by 1978

..
323 500 4,

. 918 . 515 5

170 1,300 4

, 83 127 2

1,494 2,442 15

' .

725
775-`

. 260
A_ 155

:1,91.5

ettools of nursing replying 63 questionnaire was 46. ".

1,020
330 l'

1.304.
240 ,

2,890
.

6
.4-

1
, 2

, 21
i

°
.

2,568
, 27538

3,030
605

8,741

10



administration, 595; clinical practice, 585; research, 409; consulta-
- tion,. 254; and 119 for health science roles. The shift in estimatei

from tki. 1973 'predictions indicates increased requirements for
nurse resear'ehers and for nurses prepared to assume leadership in
health science roles. The table shows ,that greatly increased need

-- within a .:7; ear period was anticipated in-the Western ayea, and
the East-and Midcentral regiOns gave the highest egtimateof pro-
jected needs for doctorally prepared-nurses.

Table 17 retlects.an estimated 8,741 vacancies for, nurses with
doctoral preparation in the' respondents' States and regional areas,
Inasmlich as this country had only 1,200 °doctorally .prepared
nurses in 1974, we will }rave to accelerate doctoral preparation
very markedly if we are to meet projections for 1978"."" These
projections of perceived need .may be greater, as there were 15
respondents who were unable to make guestimates.

4

Table 18 'of this survey reports estimates of the need for doc-'
torally prepared nurse clinicians, pa. -urarly for clinical nursing

--specialists, as of 1973. The estimates indicate a 2 to 1 ratio.f spe-
cialists to generalists with the Midcentral and Eastern regions giv-:
ing the largest need estimates.

-

Table 18.Estimated number GI nurse specialists and generalists as
practitioners needed 'in State as of December 1973

Region Speciahsts Generalists 'No reply

East 260 73 7

Midcentral 260 1? 7 7

South 80 40 3,

West 65 54 3

Total's 665 284 ' 20

Of 46 sOmols replying.

Three Greatest Prioritiet Related .to' Preparation-
of Nurses with Doctoral.Preparation

The last survey question solicited opinion regarding the thre'e
greatest priorities in relation to the preparation of nurses for
doctoral study. In three of the four geographic regions in the
United States, there were thfee dominant first-priority needs given -
in rank order, namely, (1) more well-prepared faculty to: teach
and do nursing resqarch in master's and doctoral nursing pro-
grams; (2)- development of nurse researchers and acceleration of
nursing research activity; and (3) support funds for schools of
nursing with doctoral programs. The Southern region held as their,
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first three priorities::.(1) need for doctoral programs ; (2) funds

- to suppea:t.doctoral programs; and (3) clinically oriented, faculty
to teach-in master's and doctoral programs.

The second list of ,priority 'nee3 in. Keneral rank Order foi the .

font- regions pUt emphases.on: (1) well-prepared deans ot schools
ofnursing to guide the development of doctoral programs in nurs
ing; (2) funds 'to einploy faculty'.with demonstrated teaching and
'Olinical research skills; ancl (3) development of hursing theory

and basic research fo, strengthen doctoral programs: This first
priority undoubtedly reflectedqbe fact that when this survey 'Was
done (December 1973) there were 35 dean vacancies.'"2)

The third theme of priority needs spoke tq increasing the num-
.. ber of strong 'nurse leaders for community action; the 'pool of

Clipicianstb6corRs. of theory developers, in nursing; nurs-
ing capabilitieyin 1id telations'; ana the influx of Federal and
State funds 4 g.. stt)port' doctoral pro-Trams and provide students

.ith traiftv:kships for docatoral study. Another.repeated theme was
tile need f0 inlprotred nursing. service settings to support doctoral'
programs. .--.

Stnfifnary
In this paper the huthor has presented two areas for the reader's

consideration. Part I focused on trends, questions, issues, and plan-
ning for doctoral programs in nursing, and Part II on findings
from a survey to 'obtain national information relative to doctoral
study and requirements for narses' with doctorates. These survey'
findings offer important directions and facts for doctoral programs
in tlie United States as of July 1974, as well as issues and questions
to be addreSsed.

As the development of doctoral programs continues, we must
keep foremost ii min,d the iniportance of quality-based programs,
well-Prepared- 111culty, a vigorous subculture of research atut"

.scholarly achievements in schools offering docthral programs for
nurses.

4 9
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Table ALUniversities and types of doctoral degre& programs in nursing
Q in the United States as of March 1, 1976 '

Year
program

Univer s and location offered

Type of
degree
awarded Areas c),' study

r.
achers College, 1920's

Columbia University
New york,"New York

New York University 1934
New York, New York

University of _California 1964
San. Francisco, Calif,

The Catholic University 1967
. of Amerjca
Washington, D.C. .

University of Pittsburgh _ 1970
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

Boston University 1972
Boston, Massachusetts

Case We'stern Reserve Univ. 1972 Ph .D.

Cleveland, Ohio-.
Univ. of Texas System

a. Avstin, Texas 1974 Ph.D.
b. San Antonio, Texas 1975 Ph.D.

University of Illinois .1975 Ph.D.
Chicago, Illinois

Texas Women's University _ 1975 Ph.D.
Denton, Tekas

University of Arizona 1975 Ph.D.
Tucson, Arizona

Wayne, State UniVersity 1975 Ph.D.
Detroit, Michigan

. University of Alabama 1976 D.N.S.
Birmingham, Alab3ma

Ed.D.

Ph.D.
Ed.D.

D.N.S.

D.N.S.

Nursing Education
Nursing Administration .

Nursing
Nursing Education
Nur;:ing Administration
Nursing Splcialties
Medical-Surgical Nsg.
Maternal-Chi!d Nsg.
Psychiatric Nursing
Community Heakh Nsg.
Psychiatric Nursing
Medical-Surgif:al Nsg.

Ph.D. Maternity Nursing
Pediatric Nursing
Psychiatric Nursing

D.N.Sc. Psychiatric Nursing

Nursing

Niusing
Nursing
Nursing

Nursing

Nursing

Nursing

Nursing
ierA

These are doctci al degree programs in nursing anu not Nurse-Scientist Programs in
6ogr disciplines.
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.Tabie 42.;4Onimery Cf nem and established del'ilivel prograrne for :ntireee'irr. the :United States as of March 1. 19*.''

School and location

Doaoraily Doctorally
prepared faculty prepared faculty
February. 1974 March 1, 19762 Type of degree

Year initial
Or propose

date

DoCtoral programs planned
Yale Univeisity
New Haven, Connecticut

2, U,iiiiersity of Delaware,. -4.;
fslewark, Delaware

3, University of pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PennsylVania

4 Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York

5; Unhsersity of Rochester
Rochester, New York

Q, University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Masachusetts .

Established Programs (N.S or other)
7. Boston University

Bnston, Massachusetts
8, 'Teachers College

Columbia University
New York, New york

9, The Catholic University of America
Washington, D.C. .

la University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsilvanir .

U. New York University
New York, New Yorjc

Total. Eastern ReFion

I. Eastern Region

Ph.D. in nursing (or a D.Sc.N.)

U:D.

6 D.N.S.

3 3. P.N.S.

11. Pti.D. in nursing 'f7

Ph.D. in health sciences

14 20 N-S in cognate drsciplines
D.N.Sc. '

9 Ph.D. in nursing
N.S, Ph.D. in tognate disciplines

9 D.N.Sc.

5 18 NS, Ph.D. in nur;;rig

7 21 Ph.D., Ed.D. in nursing
WS, Ph.D. in nursing

, 65 111

1977

'Not be
1980
1977

1980

1977

1978.:1

1962..
1972
1920
1966

1967

1970

1934
1974



iit new end establl&hed docotnl programs fOr nOrsie in the United Stateo ati of Marth 1, 1976

Doctorally ; Doctorally
prepared faculty. prepared:faculty
February 1974 March 1, 1976 ' Type of degree

aanned
ity
CennectiCut
:glelaWare
Wire

Pennsylitania
i,Pennsylvania

1.1,464ty _

Y.ork
Rochester ,

ew 'yciik
,Massachusetts
LSachuset's

k i(N-S or other)
tsity
4achusetfs
legs
4ersity .

w ',fork
Vniversity of America

P.ittsburgh
snniylvania
'versity. , s

* York
On

I. Eastern Region'

Year initiated
Or proposed

date

4

4

3

11

-

.
.

,

4

3

10

Ph.D. in nursing (or a D.c.N.)

' U.D.

D.N.S:
...._ .

D.N.S.

.-
. Ph.D. in nursing

1 Ph.D. in health sciences

.

14 20 - N-S in Cognate disciplines:
D.N.Sc.

5 9 Ph.D. in nursing :

, . N.S, Ph.D. in cognate -disciplines

6 , 9 D.N.Sc.

18 N-S, Ph.D. in nursing

7 21 Ph.D., Ed.D. in nursing
N-S, Ph.D. in nursing

65 111

f977

Not before
1980 .

.1977
-

1980

1977

1978

.

1962
7,1972

1920
1966

1967

1970

1934
1974



II. Central Region
Doctoral programs planrie'd ..

1. University of Kansas
Kansas City, Kansas

2. University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

3. Uhiversity of Indiana
Indianapolis, , Indiana

4. University of Wisconsin
:." Madison, Wisconsin

5. University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

6. Northern Illinois University

7. Wayne State University
De Kalb, Illinois'

Detroit, Michigan .,

Established progrpms-01-5 or other)
8. University of Illinois

Chicago,. Illinois
9. Cade Western Reserve University

CieVeland, Ohio
10. University of Kansas -

Karsa City, Kansas
Total, Central Region
See fObtnotes at end of table.

6 5 Ph.D. In nursing

. 10 12 Ph.D., clihical nursing

12 16 D.N.S.

13 16 Ph.D. in nursing

9 15 Ph.D. in nursing

- 7 11 D.N. (teacher schoiar)

7
0

11- Ph.D. in nursing

25 53 Ph.D. in nursing

16 20 N.S, Ph.D. in cognate disciplines
Ph.D. in nursing

5 MS, Ph.D. in cognate disciplines

105 159

;4980 '-.
1975

76.

,

.

"..:1980

Afte 1,9f

1975

1963
1972

.. 1965



I:. Central Region .

leOned- ;-

K9nas 5 Ph.D: in nursing
-Kansas '

..,..1.4ichigan. 10 -12 Ph.D., clinical _ nursing
iffichigan
Jfidiana 12

<-.

16 D.N.S.
lndiana ...

44Consin 13 16 Ph.D. in 'nursing
47

consik
iiiwa 9 15 . .Ph.D. in nursing

Os-tniversity
.

11 act (teacher scholar)
ii. / ,
UniVersity 7 11 Ph.D. in nursing
On

1980

1975

1976

I980

1980 -

After 1980

1975

I (N-S or other)
'llynois 25 53 Ph.D. in nursing 1975
as: ,

.,,Reserve University 16 20 N-S, Ph.D. in cognate disciplines 1963
lio ' Ph.D. in nursing 1972
'Kansas 6 5 N-S, Ph.D. in cognate disciplines 1965
Kansas
ion 105 159
of table.
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Table A2.Summary of nliw and established doctoral programs for nurses in the United States as of March 1, 1976 'Con ue!

School and location

Doctoral programs planned
.

50

.

Doctorally
prepared faculty

. February 1974

Doctorallli
prepared faculty
March 1, 1976 Type of degree

Year initiate
o e proposed..

date

Ill. Southern Region

11 12 . Ph.D. in nursing 1978

15 D.N.S. 1976 '

2 . D.A. in nursing 1977

3 D.N.S. 1980

10 12 Ph.D. in ,nursing 1974

11 Ph.D. in nursing 1974

*- Ph.D. in nursing 1975
. 4 Ph.D. in nursing 1975

42 69

1.' Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona

2: University of Alabama
Birmingham, Aipbame

. 3? Medical College of Georgia -- ,
Augusta, Georgia

4. University of Arkansas
Medical Center
Little Rock, Arkansas

Established programs (N.S or other)
5. University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona.
6. University- of Texas Systern School

,Austin, Texas
San Antonid, Texas

7. Texas Women's University
. Denton, Texas

Total, Southern Region



:-

islisheil 'Electoral vrograms for nurses'in the United States as of March 1, 1976'.-:Continued

Doctoi.ally Dbcto rally .
prepared faculty Rrepared faculty
February,1974 March 1, 1976 3 Type of degree

Year initiated
or proposed

date

L,

ill. Southern Region

11

3

10

4

12

15
,

Ph.D. in nursing

D.N.S.

1978

1976

5 D.A. in nursing 1977

3 D.N.S. .1980

12 Ph.D. in nursing 1974

.11 ph.D. in nursing 1974

5 Ph.D. in nursing 1975
6 ° Ph.D. in nursing 1975

42 69
41,1"

51-



IV. Western Region

Doctoral programs planned
,

1. University of Washington
,

28 26 Ph.D. in nursing 1976'

Seattle, Washington
2. University of California 12 -15 D.N. 1976

Los Angeles, California
University of Utah 3 20 Ph.D. in nursing

Salt Lake City, Utah
4. University of Colorado 11 19 in nursing U.D.

Denver, Colorado
.

Established programs (NS or other).
. 5. University cif Colorado 1: 19 N-S, Ph.D. in cognate discipline 1976

. Denver, Colorado
coo 6. 'University of Washington 28 26 N,S, Ph.D. in cognate discipline 1963
-.I Seattle, Washington

University of California 16 18 D.N.S. 1964

San Francisco, California '
Total, Western Region : 70 ,. 98

See footnotes at end of table.
I All Nu.e Science. Federal funds will tetminate November 1976..%
Number of active nurse faculty with doctoral preparation In schools of nursing as of February 1974, emeriti faculty excluded. Total =282.

Number of active 'nurse faculty checked direcily with dean, director, or currerit catalog as of March 1, 1976: Totai =437.
U.D.=uncertain data,

5.2
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EdITED TRANSCRIPT .OF DISCUSSION
Dr. .Gortner: What kinds of programs 'do. we .need- and why? How
-should &y be distrib4ed9 .What is the nature of university sun.:
port for doctoral edUttion? Is centralized national .pl'anning de-

, sirable for doctoral education ? Should there lae some sort of na-
_tional coordination With regard to doctoral education? How is the
known and probably very desirable dlgerisil:fr- in graduate educa-
tion' accoraniodatecit? What counsel, advico, impact might those
programs experienced in preparing .nurses at the doctoral level
afford? And what should. be the nature of a ,role that those pro-
grams 'should take? .
We might begin by addressing the basis of University support lot
doctoral education.
Ms. Holmquist: We need to consid the effect that the boards of
higher edutation are having within *le 'States about the need foi,
all programs. In order for any' new program- to be started or. to be
considered for funding, they mtpt go through boards and be ap-
proVed. State' board control may work in two ways, it might be
helpful in that if Yoti do get apkroval your poasibilitylor funding .
is greater, on.the other hand, they may work to stifle some of your
plans.
Dr. Palmer:. Only the .State-supported programs need this type of
approval ; programs,planned in th e. private seCtor do not necessarily
go'through, State boards of hikher educpion..The .develupment of
State boards of higher education polUts out .the need to be very
sensitive to the ..role of elected legislators whether in a public 'or.
Private system, as well as to the xole ofVe Board of Higher tEdti
cation. These boards have great control over public institutions in' .
some States, such as New York..They also have control over private
institutions in that no institutions must. register their programs
'with the board of relents. As private institutions ask for More and, .

more St'ate support they become more regulated:
Dr. MacPhail:. In States such as Ohio, private universities get ligle
or no State support and ate not subjected to these types of .review..
But within our -universities 'there is careful aSsessment of. what
programa will suryive in terms oftheir4cOst effectiveness:

.
Dr. Penter: We still face the eternal question of why a nurse needs

. a doctoral degree. We need to educate our colleague deans, those in,
other departments, and demonstrate what nursing resdarch is
about so that they will 'have some perspective as to what we are
doing and 'why. ..N
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r. Courtney: But exactly what do we need in nursing, where ilo,
we bhild from here? Until we know in what direction We are going,

....it will be very difficult for us to present the type of ithage we.aright
,

like t,6 present. '''. .,,

Dr. Rothberg: There needs to be a planning conference of schools
,

of nursing.to include representation by schools. vhii have doctoral
programs of Ayhatever form. Additionally, this con erenee should
incrude directors of prograMs in the process of deve opment.
Dr. Lohr:jk would be very useful at such a conferen e to prepare
pbsition papers on some of the central is-sues sO that w could base
ouridiscussionppon them. , %

. \ .

Dr. Palmer: If we do not cogently plan for doctoral edikation 'geo,t. -
graphically across the Nation, We will be in the same predicament .
as we are in Witaikcalaureate and magter's programs.

. Dr. 6'Koren: In some instances, program planning of Ath nature
we.are discussing becomes entirely a legislative matter'basetl upon'

.-
- the pOlitics of the States. (,

..
D. Courtney: With Federal monies involved,in planning, ho's; ever,

..
perhaps.we en get some overall.coordination.. .

Pr. Kruegel.: We need some overall plan for how many progiafns
aresneeded, what types of programs, and the distribution of ...these

..
..,pro6-ams. But to begin; we hive to realistically appraise which
'Stadies\ would, e courage the develonment of doctoral prograrirt in...,
_nursing \apci proc d from the& :

Pr. Xricksoqz: It ihot only the State climate, but also that within.,
., the universitX that is of importance. In our setting, academically

. ,
i we arei under he Council of Higher Educalion at the Wniyersity,

but. fiiCally Ne e under the Viee Chancellor for the Health ,Pro-
fessionals. I have ,no difficulty with, my colleagues in other dis-:'
ciplines, but medicine doe's not see why nurses need Ph.D.'s. ,

1 :' Sister Bernadette: Much conld be accomplished by holding a serieS
of conferences'. The conferences would serve to help those Directors .

I-- who dre planning programA to see the scope cff tha.problems faced,
financial problerrs as well al those of university Support. Without
the support of universities, I dogbe ,that'mUch cah be accomplished.
We aIs6 need to plan bow we.can :eatablish a relationship with
Councils onlligher Education. To..aeComplish this we need 'to
bring'. together/ those wh'o %are _ieeking to establish doct6ral pro-

-. ,... grams with.these who have ahead): been invojved in'doctoral''pro-I
graMs. '' '' 7:1" i

Dr. Leiningir: We need. to lobk cnrefull3r for university settings, . . /-
where thete is encouragement and support, and capitaliie'on them
by helping them develop their resources.

,.
,.. el t'
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D:r. Krueger: The idea of a portable scholarship might be one thingithat would help us.
Dr. Pit& With the current trends we have discussed, not only.do -

We need theoretical bases of nursing science; but we heed Lo trans-
fer this into clinical practice and demonstrate improvement of
patient care, bhsed on the application of our research. When we do
this we will be able to attradt money within these ,practice institu-
tions to develop research. If there are postdoctoral monies avail-
able, let us develop reSearch institutes within our universities. We
need 'to vitalize our research Models in the praétice settings and
not keep ourselves confined to academia. This is what students are
asking for. And they areasking for the flexibility of transferring

-. crediti from one institutionAo another. This could be accomplished
by developing consortia. Why don't we plan together in States in-
some consortial fashion? This may be a very good, tangible way

. tO say ivic are planning in an economically feasible manner that
could be comMunicated to State legislators and Federal govern--
ment:
Dr. Gortner: I ivo like to .5omment on, another impoi.tant poinf
raised, and tha' ifie ne6:-Tbr areas of excellence in research. In

. -

line w the ingitutional fellowship prbgrarn isi the idea of an out=4.: .
s'A percePtor, an outstanding research. s ,nolar in given short-

:_ar..,--xte ds ta whom could be awarded, On the basis of a coMpetitive
r.- application, a selected number of fellowShips for graduate students,

and postdoctOral fellows to work under his immediate supervision.
There are nursing concerns that really need to be addressed in a

.. concerted research effort. Do you think we have the capability pres-
ently for suCh predoctoral or 'postdoctoral work in certain fi^14?
By this I mean institutional capability, faculiy Ongoing wor' and
in *hat areas of sludy.
Ms. Rubin:. I think the clinical fields are the ,a6st iMportant.
Dr. eburtney: It seems' to me that our priorities would have to'be
upon the predoctoral people.

.

Dr. Krueger: Aren't you really asking where the-reservoirs of re-
search are, and who the peoPle are that are Producing the research?
Dr. Leininger: In cardioyhkular nursing we have four faculty at
work. Studenti with portable,felloikships might come to study with ,
these researchers. This kind of thing would give impetus to the
further development,. of .predoctoral programs, and would
strengthen and enrich progrims to the extent that these programs
were ongoing and produc ng substantive research.
Dr. Pitel: Ultimately wh t out recommendation should be is that

.

just as we see a Nai.ional pistitute 6f Arthritis, there should-,also
.; ..
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%

.7.-1.be-al.National Inatitute'oi ;.7.2_Niaig eesearch, and under it a num-
; ber of subdivisions. . ',
1 /37,. Leininger: What would happen if we had a core of people work-
ing in areas such as oncological or cardiovascular, nursing or on
,problems related to the.health care delivery system? Could we get
funds for research' in these areas that would 'contribute to our
really critical predoctoral needs?
Ms. Rubin: We've got some real problems in that many 6f .our .ek-
Cellent people have no time to think, or to do their own projeCts.
They ire' advanced into administration so fast that they can't-Put
their expertise to use in patient care where it really:would count.
We heed well-prepared, nurses in all aspects of nurr.ing.

. Dr. Courtney: We certainly. need People in administration who are
. Iprepared at the doctotal level. ,.

. 7- .-

Dr. Crowley: Maybe we should develop a few centers instead of..

diverting our efforts to provide more adrninistration and more
faculty. If wa recognize this nationally as a prioritd and are willing
to work for it, it might be possible to accomplish.
Dr. Leiningcr: The ANA Council of NurSe Rese rchers might be
helpful in delineating some.of the key research ireas in develop-
ing clusters of intereSt. We also need to be involved in our univer-
Sities in interdisciplinary research. In. many settings they are set-
ting up such things as oncology centers to Which different' dis-
ciplines are contributing. .. /
Dr, Jacobi: Nursing has an obligation to help individuals maintain

i thei}-marsing identificatien as they mOveinto these different fields.
Dr. Crowley: T7here are. different ways in which we Might look at
the research emphasis in our SChools. For example in an area such
as oncology, or death and dying', 'we might logically fit L5gether
people who have similar interests and helP i hem to ,. oncentrate

.., their efforts in a better way. ,
..

Dr. Smith: Relative tb our earlier discussions about the prolifer-o
\ ation of doctoral programs, someone commented about out-of-State
ytintion and the problems this crqites in allowinv :,tudent to move
*tween programs. Federal traineeships would go much further if
itudents didn't have to pay out-of7State tuition. If we-could develop
xchange programs such.as those prevailing in the West in medi-

;ine, veterinary medicine, -and, qentistry, we cotild stretch our
moneY and get more peOPle si,arte 1\Un Octoral education.
qs. Holniqu(st: In the Committee on In, titutional Cooperation con-
sortium of the big 10 universities, there!used to be what was called
the Traveling Scholar Program. ,In' that program a student could
btregistered in one university 'an( study in another -wider the...

,same fee .structure.
\
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Dr.-Erickson: We had a sImilar arrangement-with.three universi-
ties in Pittsburgh. The major problem, however, Was the tuition.
Dr. Smith: The arrangement with WICHE is that .their office serves
as broker, .and the States give money to WIUIE. It is thcn -dis-
pensed to the State receiving the student.
Dr. GOrtner: I would liket call your attention to an issue that has
not as yet been discussed. What new roles:for nurses arg emerging
which may affect educational programming at the doctoral level?
What we had in mind was that ,eventually the question will- be
asked as to what in a particula area, be it specialization'or practi-
tioner activity, requires additici nal preparation for researeh.
Dr. Palmer: I wonder if I migth

it .respond by looking at the concept
of primary.care as an emerging model. We all recognize that the
.fandly health nurse practitioner needs considerable work prepa.ra-
tiim beyond the master's or baccalaureate program. Even.when she
does have this preparation, she doesn't maintain her skills over a
king period of tirne, and she needs constant updating. In -translating
tlyis ,to an emerg:ng need A the doctoral level, we need cornpetent

/teachers for these newly developing fields. If we want to relate this
' to research, we.need to ascertain whati,these people do in the health
care system that influences the quality of Care, the distribution of
care, and the health-seeking behavior of the persons to whom they
deliver care. .--F-

Dr. O'Koren: . There is quite a bit of concern about the preparation
of administrators for both nursing education and research.
Dr.-McPhail: We need to get -some value placed on research in
service settings. There is some recognition Of this neeii in.relation-
ship to criteria measures for eValuating care because of the pres-
sures hospitals aro getting, but there are many ether problems in
the service settings that need to be i7vestigated. .

Dr. Pitel: We also need to he focussing upon prevention, but we
r*d.to have data to support this thrust. We need to have data
indicating cost. For example; if we-took a gronp of coronary pa-
tients and worked with .them .to prevent rehospitalization, we
wOuld need to have data comparing this group to others, to deter-
mine --that our interventions had achieved, and the relative cost of ,

prention in relation to the cost of rehospitalization.
Dr.'Erickson: We have had to dernonstrate to the hospital a need
fc r the clinical specialist, the cost of her services, and what she don-
t ibutes. We demonstrated this with a nurse who worked with
hildren with severe esophageal afterburns. When these Children

/were brought in they always had to be anesthetized. After a clini-.
/cal spee`ialist had worked in the clinic-for 1 yea., she had 15 chil-

/ dren coMing in w.ith no need for anesthetization. When . you look
\
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is;fr-om a cost perapective it is easy to demonStrate the saving.
r. Leininger: Thenneonatal area is another focus, as is chronic

.and.acute care for adults and children. The problems in transcul-
tural nursing are another area.
Dr. Gortner: Another area to be discussed is.your interest in artic-
ulation between programs and acceleration of the educational
process.
'Sister Bernadette: We need to look at this in terms of economy. If
univerSities would develop programs wit'a continuity from the
bacctlaureate through the doctoral level we could streamline our
programs considerably.
Dr. Elwood: It may be that the student could go straight .from the
baccalaureate to the doctoral program without an intervening
master's.
.Dr. O'KOren: How can we really answer the question of what doc-
toral education in nursing is unless we demonstrate how programs
articulate?
Dr. MacPhait: Opr doctoral 'prOgram in nursing is ,brganized so
that one could progress with certain stopping off points built -into
the program. Rut the whole program 's designed with each level
based on another. We need to be mUch more, flexible about self-pac-
ing, i.:articularly in light of the number of college graduates from
.programs of artsand seiendes who are coming into our program.
Dr.. (YKoren: Previously we were concerned about the quality of
doctoral pr-ograms.
Dr. Hill: The design you are projecting will make it necessary for
us to reexamineour traditional approach to admission to master's
programs, where we require experience in a clinical area. It is an
interesting approach to talk about, but we either have to build new
kinds of things into our Master's or doctoral programs or re:think
this requirement..
Dr. Mad.Phail: Many of us have -said we -don't hai.,e, that require-
ment,, but:in reality there is .a discrepancy, between what we say
and what We sometimes do.
Dr. Erikson: From our experience it is very difficult tO% build speL
cialization for a student who has just come out of a baccalaureate
program.
Ms. Rubin: If you look at the models of microbiology, phy.iology
and similar- scientific disciplines you need a doctorate to begin in
the field. When you produce a clinical researcher, the person must
haNfre some integrating experiences rand these can only Occuri in the
clinical practice setting. Persons can only ask good clinical re- .
seareh questions when they have had experience in the actual situ-
ation.
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° DrEllwood: It might be that for certain kinds of'students with cer-
.- thin kinds of ahility mid career goals, the pattern of going, directly

through the educatiOnal levels might be the appropriate, way,, while
-it may be completely inappropriate for others.
Dr.. Palmer: We are getting a new kind of undergraduate student
.who asks how the baCcalaureate program will permit them to take
electives so that they will not have to make up deficiencies td-enter
graduate school. They know exactly what area of study they w.ish
to pUrs.'..e, and they want to know how our programs of study will
allow therli ,1 move in these directions.
Dr. Hill: .0n every college entrance aPplication students are asked
to outline career goals and the degree. they intend 'to nek,,,We

- need to be aware .that stUdents are being encouraged to think in

Dr. Levinger: Master's degree, students are. also changing. If We
are moving into doctoral education, studentS are going to be very
critical of what is in these programs and. what they are going to
get out of it.

.

1 Dr. Jacobi: Am I hearing that we are not sufficiently innOvative,
that we could not prbvide under some tutoring, the kind of ex-
perience, devoid of rituals,, routines, and sc on, that would enable

.the studenc short period of time) to get the experiences
to move into these specialty areas. It seems to me that>the higher
the level of education, the shorter the experience needs to be to
reinforce the learner.

Duffeg: I am not going to worry about their not getting ex-
perience. Without traineeships almost all students are working
part time.and they get plenty of experience. The job demands., how- ..
ever, are nbt clinical. One. third of the requests for doctprally pre-:
pared people that come across my desk are for curriculum de-
velopers. Of course, we still Wave the deans' and chairmen of de-
partments' requests also. The demands that these positions place

. upon the person is what worries me. It's nOt that, the doctorally
prepared nurses cannot grow rapidly, beca ise they can.
Dn.-Gin-titer: We' have, not addressed as many of the subissues re-
lated to the demand for the doctorate as would be helpful. The item
just touched upon relates to the practice. comPonent. Other con,
cerns are: if you .accelerate, what do you' lose? Can work-study
tYpes of solutions provide an alternative to this?. What are al-
ternative educational approaches to the doctorate sudh 'as consortin,
pooling of resources, exchange of students, and portable scholar-
ships? What are sources of non-Federal funds? What areas might
the Dilvision explore to accelerate the discussions begun ? Before

.
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moving on to a further discussion of these issues, I thought it
'would be helpful for pr. Bourgeois to give you a statue report on
the SpeCial Nursing Research Fellowship Program kind the Nurse-
Scientist Graduate yraining Program.
Dr. Bourgeois: We now have 87 Nurse Fellows in the Special
Nurse Fillowship Program and 73 Nurse-Scientist trainees. Phase-
out of the Nurse Research Training Program began January 1973.
By 1978 these programs will be completely phaseil out. When the
phaseout was announced, many nurses withdrew from the program.
TO.date, 97 nurses,have terminated their fellowship support. Eight.
of these nurses went into researth'.positions, 47 accepted faculty
positions and 19 accepted administrative positions. Many nurses in
the process Of Writing the doctoral dissertation were hired as deans,
Chairmen of departrhents, and directors of schools of nursing with
the understanding that they would complete doctoral degree re-
quirements. We have supported approximately 81f nurses through
the special Nurse Research FellowShip Program and the Nurse-
Scientist Graduate training Program.
De. phillips: TheAe data give us a good idea of where we are now,

. but.We are very concerned about where.We are going, and where
We occ.,ht to go. We are planning to call a national conference On
manpower in nursing in the very near future.

Leininger: Wg need to be concerned with (.1) how we can set
. up some kind of a structure to move forward in planning for the
future of doctoral prOgrams in nursing,,and (2) the need to find
ways of improving policy coordination arid providing for ar analy- -

tic review of what is taking .place in the whole field of doctoral
programs in nursing
Sister Bernadette: What are we going to push'for in the future?
We can't be ::i...var(,-bf doctoral funds .expiring and opportunities to
increase the numbers of doctorally prepared nurses' being lost and
not take some action.
Dr. Pitel: flaNie we ever approached the Carnegie Commission to

° look at doctoral education in nursing? Son tims reports such as
these have great impact on uur colle.fcaes.
Dr. Conrtney: We really need to identify some catahtic unit that
will help nursing decide exactly NV ,2re it wants to gos so that we
may speak with more unity.
if the Division of Nursing could . be the catalyst in gett,,ag a
group comparable ty this orie tOge*.nef, that might, be one answer.
Dr. Jacobi: The recently established Academi might be one.group.
But diversity certainly has° beea the strength of _American
tion, and I think in vita-sing we try tor hard to get uniformity,

,Dr; Leininger: I wonder if W.e.could follow-through on the idea of
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the ANA Council of.Nurse Researchers' giving 'us sonie guidance
fot tile development of doctoral and postdoctoral areas.

We nould 'get soine representation ow the Council of Graduate
Education% The Anierican Council on Xducation is working on
qualitY aspects and is 'Setting up guidelines that might- help. New .

programs that `are developing would have some kind of guide so
that strength can be built in:
Dr. Bourgeois: We do need some direction here. We have a new

- group of students seeking fellowship support to go 'on for doctoral
study. They are ,much younger. The average age is 24-25 years.

. Within the 'ast 5 years we nave zeen a very young, dynamic nwse
who is ready to go on fOr doctoral study. We have a group of
'young people Who are receiving counseling froin doctorally pre-
pared faMty members who are role models for the young nurses.
Many of the nurses seeking fellowship support for doctoral study
have a background as clinical practitioners. This raises many ques-
tiops. Why do they have a -felt need to go on for doctoral study?
The majority of them have identified a research problem before
they enter doctoral study, and invariably it is related to their
ical experience as a clinical practitioner.
D. Krueger: When we meet with people outside otir department,
they emphasize that we should not be running a rescue prograrn.

. We should be doing long-rar ge planning for young people who are
cleve.oping their careers. Our programs,. should not be geared to.
'retreat or to the re .cue of some of the older nurses.

, Dr. Gortner: We need to. go back to Dr. Leininger's plea for some
deciSion or intended -6.ction toward structuring an organization.
with the objective -of current and progressive planning. and co-
ordination for doctoral,education in nUrsing nationally. We have
deliberately included the Exetutive Directors of the ANA and the
NLN, the Past President of the AACN, and the Director of the
ANF, because these are issues critical to those organizations Rs
well aS to the DivisiOn of Nursing, which to some extent can take
a catalytic and coordinating role, but cannot and should not pro-
claim policy, on issues that deal with critical areas such as clof.toral

. education. These a.-eproperly the province of the 'universities and
those most knowleageable about doctueai education,
Mrs. Walsh: We have a meeting of the three orgariz-tions once
-every 2 months. This is something we coulu iork toward o bring
some kind of coordination.
Dr.' MacPhail: You mehtioned the Commission on Education, I
.wondered about the C'ornmissio% -m Nursing Research, and the.
Council of Nurse Researchers. There you have a`body with ad-
vanced preparation.
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Di. Jacobi:: There is a meeting of the chairmen of tliese iroups in
the near future and we could.discuss this. In our:legislative plans,
certainlY, we have to think of education, research, services, and
practice.
Dr: Gortner: Sister Bernadette suggested that those experienced in

. doctoral education might come together with those who are con-
templating establishing the doctorate in some type of..future con-
ference. There might be a need for a number of conferences that
deal With substantive issues, not necessarily policy, but operational
and developmental issues of doctoral education.
Sister Bernadette: One of the things that the ANA and the AACN
are doing collaboratively is a study of the cOst of graduate educa-
tion, usin.g some of the data frorn the s. tudy of the Inaitute ,of
Medicine of the National Academy of Science.
Dr. Gortner: I wonder if the group of majo- agencies that will be
meeting.shortly might address the problem of a national inventory
or,cler ringhouse for nurses with doctorates in relationship to the
neëd or doctorally prepared nurses. I know of ANF's long-stand-
ing interest in a national clearinghouse for nursing research. Some-
where a clearinghouse fry,' nurse researchers should be brought into
reality. If we do move into a conference group on manpower, we
will be better able to make projections on.a logical basis with a
sound. rationale.
I wonder if there are some highlights about your Nurse-Scientist.
Graduate Training Programs that you each would like to con-
ment upon for the benefit of the group.
Dr. Krueger: We currently have 11 .Nurse-Scientist trainees who
are being phased out. Three'graduated last year and the rest will
be phased out in the next few years. We haVe 17 other students
who are on Army, NIMH individual scholarships, or are going on
their oWn. So we have about 28 students in doctoral S'tudy. I am
surprised at the number of these students who have come out of
nursing service rather than education. They come to us with bac-
calaureate degrees. W.?. are receiving a large number "of inquiries.
In 1972 we had 51, in 1973, 67, and in the first 6 weeks of this
year 13. As for requests for doctorally prepared nurses, in 1972
we receiVed 15, last year, 26, and aiready this year 17. Originally
they were mostly for' deans or eirectors. administrators, or cur-
riculum.expertF. But now the reqaeSts a r nursing service, re-
search, and teaching and resear.:h
Dr. Anderson": Half of our Nurse-Scientist trainees come from
teaching positions. If they Come from diplorna schools they shift
into university schools when they finish. Our shift toward the
doctorate n nursing elicited a tremendous number of inquiries



about h hundred a year. We are getting inquiries from master's
students instead of b'accalaureate stirdents, as was the caSe 19 years
ago. ,

Dr: Courtney: Most of our Nurse-Scientist trainees had their mas-
ter's degrees and were in teaching positioos. One. or two Were ..in
some kind of community health agency before coming into the pro- ,4

gram.. We have had three graduateS. One, is at the University Of

Minnesota. She is in the process of developing rebearch activities
there. The other two were employed in our college of nursing. One
of them is Associate Head of the department of general nursing.
A7nother of our graduates is a faculty member in medical-surgical
nursing. All three .of these nurses studied physiology, and we are.
frying to get this group .together to do some research. Another'
of,our graduates is a faculty member in-Medical-surgical nursing.
We currently have seven Nurse-Scientist traineei in our program,

:five of whom are in physiology and two of whom are in anatomy.
Dr. Crowley: We have about 34 students in full,time doctoral
study. We have one that is in the school of medicine, a former
graduate student in nursing. At the present time -we have seven
Nurse-Scientist students, four in sociology, one in anthropology,
and one in -physiology. Another is in the independent program. We
hAve 15 students who Were on Nurse-Scientist Grants who ter-
minated before finishing the Ph.D Three of these are working on .

their dissertations, two, arematriculated on a part-time basis, and
one is with -the Children's Bureau. Six have been awarded the
Ph.D. and all have gone into university -settings. Two terminated
with the master's degree, one went into a universityosetting, and
the other into a community health agency. Eight students are cur-
rently enr011ed under special fellowships. One of these terininated
prior to completion of the Ph.D. and ten haVe been awarded
Ph.D.'s. NIMH fellowship support has also been an important
source of help for us. Five students are currently enrolled. One
terminated 7.)efore completion of the Ph.D., but she is currently°
supporting herself and completing the program. Three have been
awarded Ph.D.'s.
In 1973 we had 41 applicants, 30 of these weie for nursir,:r sci-
ence, 3 were for education, 6 for psychology, 1 for epidemiology,
and 1 for gerontology.
Five students are on NIMH support, one has Fullbright support,
one is supported by the Navy, two are teaching assistants, and one
is on educational leave from Public Health Service. Se-en are inde-.
pendently supported, arid one is supported by 'the RoCkefeller
Foundation.
One of the things that does concern me iS that many- of the
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students are prone to think in terms of the field that would allow
them'tco finish fiest, and usually this is education. They then say
that they could get other work in a cognate discipline, or additional
work when they have finished their doctorate. I think it is really
unfortunate to pi into study in education if cthat is not your
burning ifiterest and yoil do so only becau.:,.e of expediency.
Our independent Ph.D. program has attracted quite a numbei
that wo.ild certainly go into a nursing doctorate if we had it.
Dr. Leininger: The individual Ph.D.'s are very exciting.. You
usually have to integrate three disciplines. Students are accepted
into this program only if they are exceptional students.
Dr. Mitsvnaga: We have had -a total of 15 Nurse-Scientist trainees.
in our program which opened in 1967, Four are graduated, and
twO resigned from the program. They:arC contiinuing to write their
dissertations now while working full time. Three resigned alto-
gether and_ one -is on leave as a Fullbright fellow studying in
England. Five are currently'enrolled. Of the others supported by
NIMH traindeships and fellowships, the °University.,,of Colorado
has eaduated seven, and the University of Denver four. There
has been one resignation. Currently seven are enrolled at.Colorado
and two at Denver. We have four or five unfiinded studento. Since
September 'we 'have had 171 inquiries. Forty-three were inquiries

, about nursing and 65 were about sper'fiC disciplines.
Dr. Hagen: 6f the 17 nurses who came into our 'Nurse-Scientist
Program only 5 have had experience in teaching. Of the .17, we
lost A. from dig program, one of whom is getting her degree, but
part time. Three have completed their degrees, all of whom have
gone into university settings. Five are about to finish. One of my
concerns is that many of these graduates go into acadeniic settings

/that are so overwhelming that the research capabilities they have
developed are not going to be .used wisely. '
Dr. Duffy; We have had 11 graduates. None .of them -went into ad-
ministration; all went into university positions. Four students are
in the dissertation stage now. 'Five others will complete doctoral
retoirements in 197,6.

4
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CONFERENCE SUMMARY

Marie J. Bourgeois, R.N., Ph.D.
A majpr agreementof the group centered upon the need for a'

National Planning Conference; Tho Planning Conference 'should
include representatives from school8 of nursing that have exper-
ience in :the administration and development of curricula for
doctoral .programs in nursing, as well as schools of nursing who
are planning -or .linplementing new doctoral program§ in nursing.
Although the recommendation did .not specifiCally include those
nurses With 'experience in the administration and interdisciplinary

"process involved in' the Nurse-Scientist Graduate Training Grant
Programs which provided -doctoral education in disciplines related
_to nursing, it is clear their experience would be valuable. :The
Planning Conference would bring t.11e appropriate individual§ to-
gether and provide a forum for further discussion and planning.

Specific recommendations advanced in the group discussion in-
clude: .

(1) Nursing should aim to obtain university support for doc-
toral education for nurses. To ilicit such support, the need for
doctoral; preparation of deans and department heads, -as' Well as
dethonstrating the dutcomea of nursing research and its role in
redueing the cost of health care delivery while increasing markedly
the quality of care, were eXampleS that might be offered. The edu-
cating of significant Ahers outside_ of nursing concerning the out-
comea of doctioral preparation for nurses is essential .if this sup-
port is to be forthcoming.' The educating of individUals should in-
clude those in the medical setting,, those in health, care facilities

community settings, conaumers, and the entire population/ of
the nursing profession, especially student nurses at alllevels.

University siipport and encouragement of. doctofal education .for
nurses in nursing, as conceptualized by the partiCipants,'maylead
. .to a complex and comprehensive structure, such as a nursing re,'
search:. institute. The nursing research institute firmly established
as an..integral component of the university setting would' have
valuable outcomes for nursing: First, the ; nursing research insti-
tute Staffed with nUrse researchers and others could take the lead.
in developing the theoretical bases of nursing science, transfer this
into the cli4.;t1 practice or service 'asPect of nursing, .and .use it...
in the fountional. educatiOnal processes of nursing.Demonstra-
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. t
,tion.of the improvement of patient care resulting from the appli-
catiOn of nursing researen would he a desired outcome. Through
the 'development of nursing research iustitutes,' areas of excellence
in nursing-research could easily be identified and the values tom-
municated teethe larger professional and lay communities. Through

,this form of organization nursing 'problems related to.service, prac-
tice, and education could be addressed in a. concerted research
effor, . .

Fu ther, direct linkage between the research institute and prac-
tice se tings would move nurse researchers ,ea ily -from the world
of aca emia tO the action oriented world of patient care in the. \commtl ity and in the inStitution. Nurse researchers and clinical
practitio ers in pativnt care settings could communicate and .col-

' laborate ith their colleagues more. readily.
To dev op such reservoirs of nursing resear h, nursing:needs to

intensify its efforts ih identifying beginning clusters of nursing
research, their location, and those involved ir producing the re-
search. If these centers weri; dev.eloped, portrble student fellA-
ships would, allow for students to come to these centers as.'part
of their doctoral,program. It is'oxpedient'for nursing.to determine

the deVelopment .i ,institutional resources,.capability of the faculty, research interests,
ongoing reseivcil and areas of study available ill the clinical fields.
This informkion wóuld lay the foundation f i..

'

of an institutlynal fellOwship. program. i. ,

In such It setting students would be expolied to-outstanding /
preceptors and .\research scholars who would .provide- an onor, ./1

tunity for.predo
L

c\t'oral and postdoctoral work in ertain fields where
nursing research it; beginning to advance. Some beginning exAmplesi .

of this tYpe of organization were t;ffered. AppropriAte organized
nursing groups would be helpful in Taking lltown key researeh
areas. .

..

It appears that nursing has the capability of developing its own
predoctoral and postdoctoral research areas -;and fostering the
development, of institute fellowstip programs. libis'level of sophis-
tication will be le-ss difficult to attain when wel have more nurses

,,-.......idePared at the; doctoral level..
L

An additioua) outcome of university suppori of doctoral pre-
:- grams in 'nursing involves interdisciPlinary reSearCh as a.' means .

of enlarging the nurSing doctoral stUdents' cominand.qh alth-re-
lated. research. Many nurse-scientist;trainees have been involved
in interdisciplinary research. For instance, in an. area ::edli-a'S-----
pain, oncélogy or dying, it would be appropriateto bring together
1.1urses, behavioral scientists, and others who have-similar interests
to concentrate their i-search efforts. Through-- these- appioaehes,-.......-.
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nursing -could.clearly demonstrAte the value of their research en-
deavors'as well as the need fcir supportrfor doetoral education in

. 'nursing..
(2) Definition of goals and ommunication of these goals to ,the

nursing professiOn is needed. since doctorally prepared nurses in--
fiiience and enrich all Aspects of the nursing KofessionethicatiOn,
service and research-7it is cleark44dent that the total nursing
population should be infortned 1-the major goals ofIcloctoral. edit-
cation for nurses, including sho,t_n. Middle-, and long-range goals.
PlanS for producing the appretoriate manpower to achieve these
'goals and what this numben.of dokorally prepared nurses might
contribute to the profession needs ,to' be clearly communicated. ."
further, the profession' needs to be familiar with the (a) strac.
ture; (b) scope; (c) cost; (c1) qualitative and quantitative:charac-
teristics of doctoral programs .for nurses; (e) interrelatiOnships
of doctoral programs with bacCalaureateand master's degree pro..
grams; and- (f) the nature of interdisciplinary relationships with ,
'doctoral programs in related disciplinesin .which nuises have re-
ceived or are receiving their ,doctoral preparation.

When the nursing population has a strong informational basis
concerning All aspects of doctoral education for nurses, they May .
more readilY lend-their upport to. the. development' of doctoral
education.. in nursing. By4spelling out the diverse contributions
doctoraily prepared nurses *might make in all areaseducation,
service; and practiceOpther nurses might more readily underst,and
,the development of doctOral programs in nursing. -

(3) Coordination of-planning for doctoral programs in ntirsing
is needed. Concern- for, what appears to.b.e a ,mtishrooming of dqc-
toral programs in niirsin'g without i)enefit df regional and/or
nationp.1 planning for ,coordination was exvessed. It was con-

\sidered judicious for nursing to.exercise Caution in prevenfing.a
.Proliferation of doctoral proirams in nursing through-monitoring.
and develoPing a national-plan for coordination. The lack of-exten-

systematically collected data about the existing -body of
docterally prepared nurses sand how and Where they life funetion-
ing/in the profession,- Coupled with a jack of information concern-.
ing the kind- and (listributicm)of doctoral programs; makes the
need for the:National Planning ('iference recommended by the
.Participants an urgent one.
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INTRODUCTION

The Center-nee o7.: Doctoral Manpower in Nursing began. with
k.he pre:leAtelon r,i two formal papers. The first of these was
presented 14.41r. Frank Nvwmani director of the. Task Force on
Higher ,Edlication which produced the Report on Higi Educa-
tion: The Fediral Role, generally\ refer.gd to as the "Newman
Report".' Mr..Newman addres:ied,4Ve projection- of doctoral re-.
quirernents frOM the perSpective'pf his study.

EleanorLambertsen, presenter of the second formal paper,
addressO, the implications of ti:e Task Force report for project-
ing doCtorat manpower requirerneilts in nursing.

For pt.-Toses of orienting fhe reader to the Task Force report,
certairvol: the recommendations ma:le by that group he ,e been
paraphrased and are presented here.

The Task ForeP recommended that
1 The bulk of Federal fellowEhips sh)ulo be distributed directly.

to Qtudents on the baF,is ,of 7ntellectual and creative promise.
le1 of an :ndil.-iduai's fellowship support should be

3ubstantial.
b... Each portable graduate fellowshi:i should be accompanied

by a companion grant to ti..e institution the student se-
lect:S.

c. Both fellowship stipen& and companion grantS should
be time-limited.

d. The main criteria for.admIssion ::-iclude demon-
strated motivation : a goal-oriented aspiration to gradhate
stud7 eVidenced by willingiwss to take. initiative and set
standards for One's self and by independent .accomplish..
ments in aonclassroom rs wen as classtkgom activitieS.

2. Fellowsiiip,holders should have to rely on their.own resources
to meet significant share oi their costs. .Those fellowship
holders who do not have 'family resources Would therefore
need jobs or loans. There should be increased use of Federal
workTstudy funds for graduate students, conditional, in the
case of each university, on the establishment of an effective
program of on- and off-cp.mpus jobs.

' The finel report of the Task Force wa, published by the M.I.T. Press. Cambridge. Massa-
4sttOetts. in 1973, un.der the title The S',..-ond Newman Iteport: National Policy and Higher
Education.
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3, A. new rationde for 'a Federal .role in graduate education
lies in the.need for. reforms .which will improve the quality
of eduCated manpower.. The'following uses of project grants
would be expressiVe of such'a new Tationale: .
a. Grants to prompte versatility in Ph.D. and equiValent

training. An, example of this kind' of program would be
one 'that required participation in a major off-camr,us
project before the dissertation.

b. Grants to restructure and revitalize Prpfessional schools.
Iguch as the Federal Government had a'vital'concern with
the,quality of science education in the.1960's, so it should
now concentrate on schools training those who will be
trying tosolve our Major social problems.

c. Grants for internship programs. Federal grants to fund
new internship programs would help to develop new,

mode1:1 of sequential learning
er



PROJECTING DOCTORAL MANPOWER
REQUIREMENTS: A LOOK AT THE CRITERIA

Mr. Frank Newman
In discussing requirements for doctoral programs in nursing

.might .be useful to start with the general problem of doctdral rr.:n
-power and then Move .to the particular problem Of doctty-al Pro-
grams in nursing. In 25 short years We have traversed enor-
mhs_distance in doctoral 'manpower in this country. We've gone'
from what was widely diruSsed as a manpower Shortage to what
is equally 'widely discussM as. a Ph.D.. "glut." In the early- post-
war years at the end of the 1940's, we were awarding in the
neighborhood, of 4,000 doctorates annually. By 1970 the annual
total had exceeded 30,000... ThOs the nuniber of Uoctorates. granted
had grown seven fold,--almost twice the growth in- bachelor de-
grees. The number of universities that were -significant producers
of Ph.D.' doubled=froinapprOximately 150 to about 300...Scholar,
in the field predicted that by 1980, 60;000 to 75,000 people would
annually .meet doctoral requirements.

But actually., .the sharp growth pattern in doctoral .education
has leVeled- off. Many, if not most graduate institutions have cut
back either their doctoral enrollment; the number of programs
leading,to a doctorate, or both. These cutbacks are not a result of
the kind,Of corisciotikmanPOwer planning that is so often a 'sub-
ject of discussion, but-rather-of certain perceptions among the front-
line actors in the academic marketplace. -Students perceive that-
there are.not enough of the hoped for jobs at the- end of that long
tunnel; the adniinistratorif perceive thAt there are not ..enough
dollars to fund all. Of the -existing progN.m.S of doctoral prepara-'
.tion.

Why did doctoral education grow so. rapidly? Within acadornia
there are sizeable: political and emotional facLors 'affecting deci-
sions to create an.d then finally to stop .creating new Ph.D. and
other programs at the doctoral level. On a great 'many campuses
there are hard4ought battles over financial reso.urces. One .would
.assume that in a. university these issues and differences 'would bd.,
resolved by rational discussion. But it is always-difficult to be
rational when human factors are involved, at least when,.our
human factors are involved. Why, for example, have the number
of doctorates in mbdern languages or English.grown more rapidlY
than in medicine? Whr have so. many institutions that obviously
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lackedthe 'essential fiscal or academie. -resources pressed on to.
Ph.D.. programs? These questions are merely reminders to us that
aS academicians .we often make decisions on the . sane. ir-ational
and personal bases- as does:the rest of the world.

If I were to attempt the difficult art.of predicting ..what's going
to happen with doctorate production it would .go sorriething like
thiS ':-Rates'of degree granting probably"will continue at approxi-

.:.inately the present rate. Although on the:One.hand, there is a..clear
trend toward elimination of .the w,eaker.. programs and there is
:also a trend 'for students to recOgnize the limitations of the. Ph.D.
job market ; ,on the 2otherhand. thefe are factcms pushing up en-

. r011inents. There is a ..continuinV trend for students to .s_e0c the
'highest possible credentiai. There is also a trend toward-the. broad
-spreadof doctorates t.yps in all fields Of employment. Tra--
ditionlilY,_.a. -.little over half of students getting their doctorates
have gone into academiC employment, but . this proportion has
bt.gun- to deeline as Ph.D.!s in .many fields spread out across the
employment. picture.

When we speak to 'nursing, hOwever,, if is important to recog-
., nize that the growth curve of nursing enrollments at all levels is
;,.dissimilar to the enrollment c.urve in other disciplines.. It starts
somewhat later and.,continues to grow well after enrollments- in ,
Most fieldsthave leveled. Only recently have doctoral programs in
nutsing been developed and become visible. .

And besides, a health care discipline alwayS seems to -be in a
special category. The education. of nurses, particularly at the grad-
uate level, often takes place in a medical school complex, and as

. we all know, nothing involving medical sChools ifolloWs the. rules
.for the rest.of academic life. So when itcomeS to manpower plan-
ning or the criteria that, we might use relative ts).- nursing .doe-

. toratesi we must anticipate a degree of specialness.'
-First, let Me raise some issues concerning criteria for. doctoral.

programs and then some' issues about what was once called man-
power.planning.. They are related:.

The nature of the criteria for a" degree. program has relatidn to
the number of graduates that can be ratiOnally absorbed by society.
The- resOlution of -the question of criteria .is one of the most diffi-

-.cult social aspects of 'educational planning. In my opinion grraduatr.:
education, .particularly at thc doctoral level, is career -6,aining,
whether we are talking .about the Most e,oteric Ph.D. in (12.ssk.-s
or the most professional 'degree such as an M.D. Graduat.? du-
tion is.spejialized .training to prepare someone for a Particular
careera scholar, a .surgenri, .1i chemical engineer. Yet, . in the
case of nursirigi-undergraduate eduCation as well may provide
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Specialized or professional training... Many --educators including
mySelf, perceive that a .4-year program ,.,of undergraduate educa-
tiOri, whether it be in liberal Arts, .in 'nursing, in business, 01: ill...

.'engineering,' must be equated with _general training. After' zil, .
many nurses go on to careers which may or May not be .related
fo nursing. On the other 1-anct,5. or 6, or 7:years of intensive;.
pensive, and specialized doctOral training, should be pleparatory
to a specialized career.

If such is the case; then the,.criteria for entfy .into and .gradua-
.

tiOn from the speCialized program shotild_ have some bearing on
career performance. What have been the criteria for doctoral pro--

. . ,
grams to date? Criteria for entry have- related-primarily t6 grades.
and test scores, and, to a lesser degree, letters of recommendation:
They have. relation . to performance on the .graduate record exam .
(GRE) on, for the medical fieldthe Medical College Adthissions
Test (MCAT). When the'pressure for admission Is high, as it is
With. medical schools and many Ph.D. programs todaY, the tendency
is tu 'require higher and higher_ grade point averages and test
s`coreS. As doctoral -.program:4.in' nursing become ntore available,
you, can expect the same thing will happen in nursing, unless some-
thing is done to prevent it.

However, the remarkable thing is that thes measures er cri-
teria have little or no relationship to successful urformance in
a chosen field.- Hoyt, McClelland, and other scolars have :it-tidied this
matter, and the evidence seems to be fairly unifprm. There. even
.appears to be little relationship between gracks..and test scores
and-performance. Even aMong researchers and "SchOlarg, -who it
migh,t seem would be closely concerned wth grades and test scores,
.there apPears to" be little relationship between academic reeords:
and career. pe.rforrnance.

.Why: then do people use these measures? They have a seeming
objeetivity, 'are within easy reach, and they do predict perforin-.
ance in graduate school..

Many academicians argue that these ate -appropriate vriteria
for admii;sion to graduate 'school 'since there is no point to ad-
mitting a student .who can't do the work. But, of course .this is a
'circular tYpe or reasoning. By admitting Students on the basis
that they appear academically acceptable, we hinder curriculum
.reform and educational change to really meet the needs of instrUc-
tional students. . .

. .

The current state of the pre-med, gra6e-grubbing race going on
in 'American undergraduate colleges is: a case in point. A recent,
study showed that approximately 75 percept of che Yale 'fresh-.
man were interested in gaining entrance to medical or law :-.;chool,
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ind that-theYr were-largely motiVated by- the high incomes as-
s3ciated with these two fields. The sthdent is driven to spend 4
years get ing high grades in order to get into medical school, then

-:to get through medical school,.So as to make a great deal of money;
Pitancial reward has little relationship to either the widely
heralded liberalizini influence of 4 years of undergraduate educa-
tion br to the humane, effeetive practice of medicine, which is
the airowed purpose of 6 or 7 rears of medical edudation.

Coming back to nursing, My guess is if doctoral programs in
-this field become more generally available, there will be strong
competition for admission. This means that it.will'be liecessary to
define who are the most qualified, and what "qualified" means: If
grades 'and test Scores',(past a certain minimum leVel) do not
indicate who is the most qualified, what does?

There are some measures that might be considered, such as re-
search pability and interest or, in other words, evidence that a

,e.adidate has generated a researeh project and achieved
useful research, results. Seldom is a Ph.D. candidate asked for
such evidence. It,was never asked of me at my entry into a Ph.D.
program. Few Ph.D. candidates; despite their .ability to garner A's
in class, haVe the capacity for self-generated research. A study
done *several years ago indicated that only 15 percent of the people
who held doctorates ever published anything beyond their disserta-

,tion.
There is also the question of motivation, but motivation is diffi- .

cult to measure and beyond, that, it is necessary to define what
kind of motivation . should be expected of a University student.
What about the motivation of Yale'freshman, for example? Sdrely
we ,woUld prefer an orientati6n toward human service as a part
of their motivation, but how can it be measured?

One approach has been to expect evidence of participation in;
Various hurn..in service programs or projects. Most students have
had the chance tc demonstrate that type,of interest one way or
another. There are a number of successful fellowship programs
that demand exactly that kind of evidenceRhodes, Danforth,

or.the White,House Fellows. Yet, when I have recommended
this approaCE to a number of professional Societies, the response
has generally been negative. Someone-usually responds that such
a screening method works well only wall a small number °of appli-

.cant, and only if schbbls do not have to worry about the- coAs
.`d student selection, the process of selecting Rhodes Scholars or.
White House Fellows being very expensive.

I think this is an irrational argument. We go to er
trouWe and expense to educate doctoral students. Many pr....4rEans
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in-the.conntrY select hardly one,out.of fifteen or twentYapPlicants.
can't belieVe that.care in 'such selection would 'not pays off in

very large .way,particularly, in Rght of the high attrition rates.'
aredue- not foStudents': lack .of ability, .but rather to their

lack of sustained interest...
'Another approach ,might be the use. of pre-interhShips much like

the Military academies have had fOr years. Stu4lents might be
asked to Come .into the,college 6 inonths in advance of the be
ginning_of.their studies to wor.lk in a nearby clinic or a particular:
Outreach program. The 'willingness to participate in such programs
-is usUally a sign .of the right type of interest and motivation.

Prqbably Most useful. Would be an evaluation of the student's .

external 'experience. Bow well, fo'r example,, has the student per-
.formel on the job as a nurse? There will, of courSe, be an increas-
ing danger that as an' oversupPly of nurses...begins "to' manifest
itSelf, students will undertake extended study to obtain the highest

'Possible credential for.Career employment. When jobs are plentiful,
students may.-wish to take a 2-year-degree, then work.for a while,
then come hack for a 4-year degree, then work again for a while,
and then return to school for an, M.A. But when jobs *are scfeve
and an oversupply seems iMminent,, some .studcntsare tempted.to
insure their marki.-tability by remaining in continuous .stiady to
get a dectorate;, and then-to study at post-dOctorate and post-post-
doctorate levels. -Another virture .of measirring student motivation
through job performance and external expe-rience is that it en-
COurages 'careful consideration and selectiOn of the student.

.There are some other ithoiees and considerations which influence
the nature of student participation in graduate study. Is it best
to provide '-fellowships, loans,- or work opporitunities:? Mi.own

. strong sense. is that at.. the doctoral level we might to count on a
great- deal 'of work-sttidy Oppoitunity in one form or another

research assistantship,. teaching .assistantsjlipin-terns-h4s. etc.
'As'there is.a growing pressure in our national discussions for.

rational' ,pIanning of- .maripower, .let me turn to the question of
manpower- planning and its relationship to supply and demand. ,
It. is unlikely that we as a nation can achieve anything like the...

..acc.p.racy necesSary for matching the supply. of various types of
c011egegraluates with the demands for their services, The Swedes,
with theirmuch mger countify and long tra,dition of sustained
planning, have been unable to do this. Even the Russianshaving
types of .controls we would4ot 'countenance in this country, such
as the ability to assign 403,actbates. to 'specific jobshave hardlY
beep modestly successtur. , -

In- this country there. tif.e'.a number of factors that make such
'
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detailed plann ng alfnost iMpossible. Tp' begin With there are 50
States, and een if one could.gain the cooperatiOn of all 45, I can
assure you that Ithode Island would be interested in taking another
direction. For another thing, many of the most important doctoral
granting institutions are private, and their planning activities-are .-

uncoorcljnated. In addition, the Federal Government, we should

remember, is not one but many governmentS: What happens within
HEW is hard enough to coordinate but often differs substantially
from what is haPpening in the Department of Labor, or Commerce,
or the National Science Foundation.

-To date, the track record for the Federal Government in man-
power planning hardly leads one to expe t- future success. Take,
for example, two fields in which the Feder l Government has made
a determined attempt to predict the nati4re of manpower needs:'
engineering.and.eduVion. In exigineerin r, the relevant Federal
agencies predicted shXrtages nil ht up unti the very time that un-
employment among engineers was at-its peak. Then, well ihto
the time that neW shortages appeared, Fed .ral predictions stressed
oversuPPly. Until about a year ago, the Qffice of Education was
pushing for added teacher training funds even though we had ar-
riVed at the point where there were approXimately tivice as many
students graduating with teaching credentials as there were job
openings. And certainly in the field of medicine, HEW's recent
pronouncements Seem to be far mOre motivated by politics than
a careful !review of the statistics.

The track record of the universities is as bad. For a consider-
able-n-umber of years, the mounting evidence that we were heading
toWard an oversupply of Ph.D.'s led to the following types of argu-

ment's:
We should decrease the student-to-factitty ratio in Spite of fhe
fact that shortage of resources to support higher education has;
'in fact led to an increase in the student-to-faculty ratio.'

We should increase the nutniber of Ph.D.'s teaning in the com-
munity..colleges despite-the evidence-that a reSearch-based4e-
gree may not be the most appropriate for a community.conege__
teach en
Ph.D.'s shouitqe movM into occhpations for which -they had -

not specifically prepared, journalism often being mentioned as
1 occupation for English Ph.D.'s, although their training seems

almoseantithetical to training in journalism.
The Federal Government should greatly increase funding for
research and development in order. to einploy Ph.D. graduates.
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AlthoUgh Ph.D.. training is riot very, general, and 'despite the fact
that Ph.D. candidates have already had 17 years /of general/tr\ainirig, Ph.D. study is desirable general training. ,
he,Task Force on Higher Education argued that the function

of nanpower planning for both Federal and State policy should
be t ---encoVrage a "reasonable relationshipfaaduate programs
to t e oPportunities for jobs. In other words, if We see an area
wher there seems to be shortage (such as in M.D. training at
the p esent) Federal incentives should encourage expansion. If
there eems to be an area of broad oversupply (tegehing today.;-
iitè an example) Federal incentives should nbt encourage
further xpansion.; instead, some modest inCentives to reduce pro-
grams night be in order.

J

We als proposed- that some doctO"Kal programsnot allreach '

.for,broad r focus. Since a growing number of doctoral graduates
are in fiel s other thankademic employment, a brbader focus,

-.might well provefigaThi. ,

We 11. recommended that 'as far as possible a recurrent pat-
tern of edr. tion be encouraged. he nurses make preparation
to return, to the classroom for docto study, their motivatibn is
likely tO be ery real. The3K know the field of nursing, and they ,
know that th advanced degree can result in persenal advance-'
ment. TheY ar not being lured into a situation in which it is hard
lo get a start espite long specialized training.

,

And we in t e Task Force recommended that the best criteria
° fcCr matching st dents to academiC programs--both in terms of the

numbers of stud nts who should apply; and the types of students
Who should appl ----have relatiOn.to self-selection_ The more the
student kpowS about his or her proSpects in the field, the require-
ments of the field, and the ,likelihood of getting a job, thebetter
will be the Student own self-selection:

There are two final things that Are Worth sayingregarding doc-
toral programs* in nursing. They are pebullar to this field- And this
field alone. The firsti.0 thAt the mos obvious but generally ignored
quality eSsential in \nursing education is an orientation to !and
capacitY for huinan *vice. I cAn think of no bqier Profession that -
has such a high demand for this capacity. I have *tried aboVe to
suggest a few ways tol think about this requireinent, because little
research, little interest; little energy has been devoted to deter-
mining how this capacity can be selected and enhanced. I believe
mu,ch more effort must 'be applied net only to enhancing the essen-
tial' intellectual and professional skills of _nurses, but the Abso-

: lutely Central skills of human service.; i -

The last poinfris that nurses must play a new and more. p'votal



'rale.lit ht alth care deliveiy. We know, tliat medical practice Must
<.khange, at We cannot.continue ivith ''its current inefficiencies; or

the 'current mode of M.D.. sel orientation. -Medical change Will re,/
;vire new attitudes on the art of both "M.D.'s and nurses.. As,
dOctoral programs are develqed in the field of nursing, it is essen-
tial that they prepare nurses to stand up to doctors and fo see
themse!Ves as central to the process of health care sad to the
process of Arnerican medicine.

I am fully aware that the emphasis of this conference is. on
' identifying appropriate criteria that will resUlt in meaningful

predictions Of numerical need, but I cannot support_the Premise
that we can, ignore the crucial questions of direction and quality /
of doctoral preparation. I do nq intend to imply that we shbuld --'
continue the debate evident in-4he published report of the Con-
:ference on Future Directions of Doctorall Education fOr Nurses
sponsored by the Division of Nursing (HEW) in January 1971.
But some semblance of direction and qualitk control is inherent

,

in.the charge-of "meaningful predictions:"
The questiOn of doctoral manpower for nursing is not theore-'

tical; blunt realism is essential to our '1eliberations. The question
is, one that affects Federal and State approOriations, the poten-

\ tiality of a "secimd system" of adereditation.instituted by State -

\and Ftderal governments to validate minipal standards of insti-
lutional stability and integrity, university 'decisions on the estabL
lishment,or continuation of programs, and the career choices of

Potential students. -- '
\ We have all been guilty of a pristine kind of elitiem in' our over- .

LalIpoints of view about doctoral education for nursing, but today's
,

*world requireS an orientation to a different set of social conditions,
phiralistic motivations, and technological conditions. I do not per-

to ally 1..ost le worli k It. has alwe.-s been difficult .100.separate
VIcei, nursing ts an isolated phenomenon struggling for survival in

a
niareing.as a profession from the problems, policies,-anct conimit:
:inents of the v;-ide variety of organizations in which nurses prac-
tice. But -rmts0-11, ---Aocial and technological changps have forced
changes in oti4r professions; changes simHar to those nurses are
attempting:to bring about in their own fieldi "Their, changes .iri
elude changes 'n work settings, changes in Clients; substantial
modification in professional role, and,changes in the disciplinary ...,

bases uppn whi h professional education, and professional prac-
tice are based." i' As increasing nuiiibers of professionals become
employees, the 1:i-ob1ems becoNt-more similar to those of nurses.

' Edgar. .H. Schein. iProjensioonl . Edam!' irms: Soirne New Dire-ctions*-7. in' the Carnie
. .

tommisaion dn I 1 i0h.er ;mt. by L.wi. B. Nfnytie w isco: JosseylItiotis. Inc. 197
. '



These newer settings affect seriously the way the 'professional individual
_

functions. A rrofessinnal 'scientiit working for a 'tcoisporationh may be
. ; caught in a conflict7 betweeb. elegarik:e of solution:4o a. proklem (his own

profeSsional heed) quality -of ,,p_rSatif." <the neeas of the ultimate- con-
. sumer), and considerations of cost and speed of -production (the need's:- -:-

of his employer).' - ' i
. 2 Ibid.. p. 304. \
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PROJECTING DOCTORAL MANPOWER
REQUIREMENTS IN NURSING: A LpoK

AT THE CRITERIA

Introduction

Eleanor C. Lambertson; R.N., Ed.D

This particular conference ois 'one of the most Critical to be
.planned at the Federal level.. Quite bluntly, we hav the mission,
-collectively,.to gather 'the hard and soft data for aj statement on
doctoral manpower requirement; for .nnrsing that anbe . market-
able. I did my homework in.preparation for -my presentation; I
conducted.a rather systematic search of the likrature, policy state-
ments, pronouncements, etc.,11?nt my-search was far from Conclu-

"sive. Perhaps one o-f my probleins is that I was searching for some
unifying set of asslimptions relative -to the social signricince of
the' outcomes of doctoral education for a select .group' of nLrses.
This is 'not intended as-a criticism but rathcr an expression of
..my faith that, somehow in the 4 rears I have bf:en divorced-from.
direct experience with programs.of dcrctoral- study, my colleagueS
would have resolved the issues. ,

This example can be replicated in numerous employment situa,
tions Vhere highly trained professionals practice as employees:
the university, a service agency, government, associations, work,.
etc.

There are socially recognized demands for highly trained man-
power in nursing, but if nursing 'follows the pattern of other pro-
fessionals prepared at the doetoral leel, the predominate base of
employment will be'the university.or academic health center; note
I .said base of employment. I assume .that the varioUs roles for
nurSes will.,contiriue to require a mix of competence in research
and practice as well as, in.the .majority .of instances, teaching of
kradnate students. The percentage of mix maY . yary for indi-,
viduals, but the mix., is cr4ica1 td the profile of the product we are
attempting to interpret.

.,,Current Situation in Doctoral EducatiOn
There is little.consensus within nursing, as is true in most.aca-

demic and professional disciplines, ori the appropriate doctoral de-
gree for:tip-profession. But fOr the outcomes of this conference I
am further assuming that .the current pluralistic approach is ap-
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inopriate. Existintresources for eduCation \of doetoral. rricApower
.

.

.

,

must be critiqued and related to meapingfa,prediction3 Of ,numer-

ical need. S. , 1

The four types of doctoral prograMs 'Orrenttc available to

nurses are:
1. Doctoral.degrees in n4sing arts or nursing science denoting

,
lareparation. for scholariy nursing practice;

2. The Ph.D. dt,gree in nursing denoting preparation for re-

search and theory develoPment exclusiVely in nursing;

3. Professionahor research degrees.in-releVapt fields of practice

.such as health tare administration, edacationoand systems

'operation resea:ch.
4. Ph.D. degrees in disciiilines relvant to rmrsing.

Approaches to Estimating Requirements

One approach to estimatjng needs for manpower is the.cniwen-

tional supply demand analysis. In this conference, supply is e;oen

question with demand analysis the primary fOcus. I have

the assumptions of- the- National Science Foundation for

for scientists and engi,neei.s inherent n the program planned for !

this conference;
. b

1. An increase In graduate.'undergraduate faculty (B.S. onlyj

in proportiOn to a 'projected growth o enrollments, with ,

the doctoral share of faculty rising za "judgmental" rates.

2. Fidure em;Ployment Of doctorates. at some academic research

. and developni-nt R & D) jobs equal to the ratio of expected

R ev.D, taken as a constant shire of G to the cost .of

R & D per worker, based on a weighz.0 trel.d projection f

groWth of 'costs.
3. A growth of nonacademiC, non., R & D jphs at 1964-74 rates

of .change.'
4. Estimated growi.h, of demand for ne-v doctorates due .to death'

or retir-ent based on historic death and'Iv.orking life tables.3.

The demand lapproach to estimating requirements needs to be

.oriented to ni4d:, of society, not to prospective demand as jneai.-

ssured bY cold eConomic analysis. Need:i include established as well

as unrecognized awl unmet figures. -I found the following com-

ments of Kidd quite provoking:. .

' Ret,rt of .a Ciaference, Dir;rtions of Doctoral Education for' Nurses. Bureau of

Health Manpower f:ducation, :)ei.qinn of Nursing. September 1971, p.. i& .'

, 2 X edited the to,umptiona reflect an adapti6n to 'nursinF.

CFarle, V. Doet?rate Output: Overph.odnetior or Undereoosumptiopl in Future

in Me Methi.ng. , Current brew.. flighe/Refaration, ortitod by Drkman W. 1.)ermilye. San

FranciscO Joaselpitam. /tie. 1.373>p. 42.
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To the extent that people believe manpower forecasts and act upon them,
the forecasts are doomed to error unless these who make them predict the
eM4ctspf Their.own forecasts: The more widely the forecasts are published
the greater the t,."ent to, which they becenie an active factor influencing
the trend of eventi.

The Criteria
Professions have always been the agents through which society

dealt with,,major problems: My initial cemment in this.presentation
was that this wag one of the most critical conferences to be planned
at .the Federal level, Doctoral manotiwer in nursing, not just
for research, imalied to me a shift in,emphasis. Did. the change
imply'a shift in responsible leadership,..that the responsibility as
agents for social ehange in, nursing might shift purposely .from
the ,baccalaureate level to the *doctoral level? OUr publidAuarrels
have Icrpetuated the myth that problems associated with quality
of nursing care can be resolved thiough a complete shift to bac-
calaureate education.' If .you doubt my analysis, review the Pro-
nouncements nf our organizations, testimony for legislative-hear-
ings, and the nursing literature in general. We have talked to 6ur-
s ves about graduate education. Perhaps at this point in my pre-

. sen tion,.you are reAtless and resentful. But I have been restless
and rpsentful for thepast several weeks. I acceptar this assign-

\ ment''.blithely.0.1. read and reread- the Report on, Higher Education:
the Federal Role and each time. I. attemptd. to "look" at the
criteria, within the general context of nursing, I became less'able
to cope with my assignment. Within the context of the Division of
Nursing I have long been a supporter of creative federalism. But
how creative could one be with the direct and righteous criteria?
Could one, at the leval of doctoral education for nurses, suggest
that there were implicit difference that niust be con.4idered for the
profession of nursing? Would any interpretation of the significance
of these criteria for nursing be perceived by significant others
that nursing did not have the potential to meet generally accept-
able stafidards for doCtora; status? As usual I found solace through
my selective reading.

I have a penchant for .!ollecting impertinent. :enteo,;c, that sup-
port. my premises at 12,ven points of time. In an art' , "The Ana-
toMy of Fear," in the June 16, 1974 New York. Tiin,?s Magazine,
I was impressed with this statement:

Perhaps the next best thing to being nlast6r of oi 's fate is being deluded
into thinking that ()lig is.

4 Ibid., P. 44.
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The fate of,nursing depeRds .upon our ability ,to focus upon tht dis
tipctive mission of doctoral education for nurseg and clearly express
the speeific nature of criteri;i which wilrfacilitate achi9vement of

missioa-oriented goals; My "look ,at the Ciiteria" can only purport
to be a facilitating process for the pointed deliberati .1!.; of this*-

group.
The criteria identified i the reference---Rep011 on Higher Edu-

cation: the Fedural Role represents criteria to encourage, reform
and rlspond to social needs fo r'. doctOral manpower. My 'critique

-is limited to the-appropriateness of these criteria for insuring
a sourer of doctoral manpower in nursing. Applying the criteria

to institutional, academic and extra-institutional requirements is
considered 'in three separate presentations.

The Ivadk of Federal fellowchips'should be distributed directly to
.the,students on the basis of intell(;etnal aml 'creative promise.

Certainly empirical evidence would" support nurse educators'
goals for stringent selectivity, of candidates for admission to pro-
grams of doctoral study.

The pool of .potential recruits is growing as a result of -the

character arid. number of qualified graduates-from baccalaureate
programs. A trend of interest is that of the increasing number
of candidates seeking admission to nursing programs following
completion of a baccalaureate degree in another mainr. This career
motivated group represents a selective source Of Liene that may.
Nvil. be chosen for orientation to doctoral study,.

Federal fellowships distributed directly to students would not

*appear to be controversial. But the rationale is oriented to estah-
lished traditional programs of study. How can the interests of

potential graduate students of nursing be substantially congruent
to the mitional interest ;A reform vihen political, professional, and
social pronouncements of reform 'forheri.1111',,services are all too
frequently antithetical and are,daily -debated 'in the public media?
EXcept.for references to physicians, there is" rarely the slightest

..reference to any potential for significant others of the' health
disciplines with doctoral preparation.

Federal fellowships should not be tied either to .
particular fields or institutions.

The qualifying statement "that those fellowship programs juSti-
fied by the mission of a particular agency (such as,those of NIH)
could continue to Ix tied to particular fields, but still be free of
ties to particular institutions" is of significance for nursing. Posi-
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tions of organized nursing and independent voice`.4 of leaders in
nursing indicate that specific funding sources for nursing are es-
aential. Certainly .this group is well aware of the prior rationale
for separate legiSlation. The sitnation has.not changed. In the arena
of doctoral education ,t the university lbvel, support for nurses
has been predominantly from Feckral funds. There are limitaly
resurgeks avaiiable within .most university nursing progranis for
supporting 'graduate students through reSeiirch assistantships, and
these oPportunities have further decreased with -curtailment of
funding resources for reseg.i-ch. Withdrawal of speciffc fuading of
graduate studies in niirsing,at this time could adireisely affect the
continuation of .§ Ome recent and innovative programs of doctoral'
study. There has not been tithe for these rograms to achieve full
assimilation Within the support Structure of the .parent university.

Eaelt portable graduate felloweship should be accompanied by a
cornp.-nion grant to the institution the student-selects.

-

The all too brief vietOry of the capitation support for instruc-
tional costs and.program innovation warrants a critical appraisal
cf. the rationale for this. criterion. While the companion, grant to
.;.ae institution is' ttl be applauded, I view with alarm a poten6a1
problem which is that such monies might' be turned over to the

funds of the university:and weJld be lost to nursing edu-
,n, per se. The issue of the inter.c of support of Institutional
-head or :4upport of iastruejonal costs is not an eitherior

.:estion. Nursing educators 'have argued the cause of program sup- "
port througiva, the history of nursing legislation. The posture
remains .nat of program support. The persuasion must occur
prior tu

Both fellowship stipends and companion grants
.qtould,be time limited.

Th.- success rate of completion of doctOral requirernints iS limited
, some instances. It woilid appear that persistent failure of

do.!.toral candidates to comp',.te requirimients within an approved
pcTiod of time U-1 given institutiom would warrant appraisal of
:lie adequacy of facuhy and 7.,st'tt,Gona1 resources as well as the

eloployed for i tg ..the graduate Fludents.

Criteria for the 4nd--:iets. to receive ,.?llowship
awards 411c?,lJ take in'o .2,T,',unt nor 6-ly academic ability ,

b'at enkhnce. f .moaration, in ti tvc, ani accomplishment -

indv.otivo of the eontp:,.:aion th graduate will make to
society a ftee t..9mpietina raduate work
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The Attributes of fellowF. be similar regardless of the

discipline of study. Use 0-f the accepted criteria might serve as

a basis fo-r screening appl,,,in t:. to undergraduate piograms and

for eval , ion of the it limo' ghout the progFam of study;

the intent being to' ide, t an early stageand age iese who

might be potential sour ioLa doctoral manpower pool.

.1nereascd 1dera1 Work-Study Funds

Graduate nmsing!,,,..dent'S have had an advantage in that the
majority can and have traditionally supported themselves by com-

bining part-time study with part-time employment. It is the nature

of the work experience th:it .requires examination in certain in
stances; In,a work experience that relates to the program of study,

the graduate student and personnel in the work environment ex-

perience mutual rewards. There are mfmerous examples.of innovd-

tionA that have ocfurred when ,a highly motivated 'student acts

as a change agent in the course of her/his employment. Federal
Work-Study Funds for nursi»g students might be focused in un-
derserved commtinity service areas with limited tunOs for em-
ployment. The outcome would he twofold in this instance.

Criteria arc saggested for thy award of new project grants to

encourige and Ossist gradaate scho.olsto develop responsive

and effective prograi.ns in new areas, and mode/8 of

graduate tralning:

The criteria should be more specific than just ve7-s.til.ity, and the

restructuring and revitalizing of professional schools. The need

:is for specific cr'. ,t that would identify- existing or potential

centers of excellence with a potential for influen6ng social change

throughothe actions of both the faculty and the program graduates.

Summary
My. "look", at the criteria impressed me with their potential for.,

instiring the quality of a doctoral manpower pool in nursing.. The

emphasis, throughout thQelucinnent was on the need fo: a recon-.
ceptualization of -.approaches to doctoral education; th, would

remove the stereotypes associated with tratAional practiLes. Re-

forms' are being attempted currently in only. a rdatively few in,-
Attitions and all too frequently trends are. inferred more from

.vrhetoric than from actual performance. What are6 the specific

inferences for nursing? My inclination would be that of, identify

ing the.,nat,e of the strategic positions' for a highly selected popu--

lationcOf doctoral cand;dates in a. ;'sing. At this point in time, pro-
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::jections Of nursink.nee-... iewed by society and by the profes-,
siori are more related to strategic positions than to actual numeri-.
cal requirements. Perhaps I am in e?ror in that I am injecting a

..'sense of urgency.for what may appear to you.to be a 1irnitediOa1,..7
I aril rather comfortable with this mind.set, in the present era:, For

.1 find so Many whose judgments I respect 'cautioning those o'f us
with major planning responsibilities-.to limit thir forecasts of
:need to a '3- or .4-year .time period and thw4 ensure flexibility in
..response to an unpredictable social scene.

r
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EDITED TRANSCRIPT OF DISCUSSION

Institutional Requirements
Moderiator: Dr. Myrtle Aydelotte.

Aydelotte: The use of the Word institutional as we will be
using it refers to academic health centers, commpnity hospitals,
HMO's, nursing homes, and other "in-patient" setting:
Our :harge has been given t,, us in the form of four questions:

. (1) What kiwis of work sititcons require nurses prepared at the
doctoral level?

(2) What kinds of .work situatiorr lead a) nursel with doctoral
preparation being prAnctive?,

(a) What number do We need in what situations?
(4) On 'what basis are these needs predicted and projected?

AnOther question needs to be added and that is the time dimen
sion. Do we.want to talk about a:5-year time frame in view
of the Many things going on politi.'ally and socially or de we
want to tall. about ;;ha -*yr or lonLer periods?

Participant think the longer'the' better when yoa consider the
length of .time required far somebody co get..a doctoral degree,
l'articipant: We have certain time frames tut are set up'by the

,length of time our, production takes. It seems to me that if we
start at about 1976 and take a 4-year production cycle which brings
us to 1980, that we might think l)ut successions of 4-year cyclo?.
Dr. A wielotte: I viould like to know whether or not we accept that
graduate education is for career training and that we are loov.ng
at marketable career training.
Participant: One of the difficu:ties with the market analysiS ap-
proach is that there may or not be a market for the product be-
cause the product ;:, not known to be marketable.
Particifiant: If y( ''.:ould just take the example .of .nurses'on the
facultythere. i '.ize market fight there, because we just do
.not ,hav,. enough, ince most nurses do Liot have doctorates.
Dr. ,Aydelotte: I tt.'nk that what I am hearing is that there might
be other types of ()Adorn., that should be mentioned.
Participant: There is the issue of freedom of choice versus'overall
'planning. As I see it tlere has got to be some rationale. Take
engineering. Everybody talks aboia putting a man on the moon,
but unless the; , had been freedoro .)f choice, they never would,

The Ktrilvtypis did not' fer,, if.? the pnrtieipo,. . name during the first, session of the
conference.
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have been able to train the engineers to even begin with the ex-
perimental kind of work .that was necessary to put a man on the
Moon. , .

Number projections depend basically on two iSSues: the number .

.of programs And the size of each program. I think that if we do
-not-understand thiS early and say that we do not need very. matiy
programs, that.each can be enlarged, then we will actually saturate .

certain regions AN.1-.1e others will.be totally unsaturated.
Participant: We ,.,ed to, look at this very carefully, because the
other choice is to go for small programs. Thethird approach is to
have a coMbination of srnall and large programs. To keep re-
gional considerations in mind, we need to evaluate responses from
settings in which nurses can practice.
Dr. Aydelotte: We have talked about the crit,eria for selection of
st dents and for program (levelopment and Livation. We have
made re.ferences to .criteria for the educational process. What
we are charged with is to really look-at these criteria in predicting
the:numbers of doOorally prepared nurses we will". need. We are

to .fdcus ynossi' cifically ort. institutional settings. I. want to look
at twe questii.ds in partierlar: :a) in these institutional settings, .

.what kind of work sIZ!elion' requ,re nurses at the doctoral lexel,
and (2) what kind of wor'. .-.ettings in the institutions lend them-.
selves to feseArch and development etfurts.
Participant: -I am -Chink* u: medical ce:,ters that have nurse re-
'searchers : .. this is to improve the qual: of care.
Participant: I would suggest, in connectio- ith that, having some,
of our directors, of these agencies with preparation . . . I,certainly
think our key -nursing leaders in administrative positions need
doctoral preparation.
Participant: A lot depends on how you are going to define doctoral

eparation. If you are talking about the Ph.D. and researchtrain-
gI question whether this is relevant for .-the type of job the
ursing .director is required to do? I.thinit it is important in oUr

discussion today to specify that we are interested in 'all sorts of

idoctdral programs.
Dr.Aijdelotte: I have heard tWo diereit points. I have heard that

/ .for,nursing service doliVery we need doctora4 prepared nurses in
, / key leadeiship positions Lvd also fol. Research and Development.

/ .Partiripant: We need to ex ,,and this and include, not only medical
centers bur other facilities. We should look at community and
ambulAtory care settings.
Participant: I suspect thre may .be a more basic issue in relatipn

c to doctoral- pret,aralion . . and that is what we might need to
3..

.3
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:look at in terms of role. Do NV t! beheve doctoral :preparation is
necessary for gathering 'and acting on clinical data in a clinical
practice sefting? Do we believe that. ultimately doctoral prepara-
tion is necessary for the work of patient care?
Partiaipmq: When we are taiking about nurses with Ph.D.'s, we
are talking about nurses.who are going to delineate and test alter-,
natives .of practice.
Particiiiant:. In situations' like comprehensive planning councils,
there arg doctorally, prepred personnel who can.,worttNwithin
region to make some consultation available.. .

Dr. Aydelotte: It has been suggested that we do need doctorallY
prepared nurse to work -in academic health centers.
Partkipant: To we a teaching hospital is one that has educational
programs for two or more health professions and is of sufficient
siZe. I.think that is probably less important than the sophisijca-

, tion of the programs.
Participant:,,The Council has characteristically specified. that at
least three of the five major medical spechdities must be present
and accredited.
Participant: We kno0 in one sense that we will need people who

7

Would be engaged in scholarly nursing .practice, 'bnt I have also
heard them say they need to be engageti in leadership positions.
Tyese would not be the pt,ople doing- the researFh, but the cata-
lysis in the system.
Dr. AyMotte: I think we are talking about two tl,.ngs. We men-

. tioned research and development and then we moved to the leader-
ship role: We haven't defined Asearch and development yet as ti
what this encompasses.
Participant: Until we can speak to purposefui roles with persons
in compatible positions we can't effdct what we arc, going to do.
Participant: I wonder if our discussion would c facilitated if we
could'ge more ideas by looking at question two.
Dr. Aydolotte; Question two dealks with the matter. of where you.
think doctoral nurses 'CoUld be productive, not where .they are
needed but where they are productive.
In what kinds of settings could she effect 'change and make things
different?
Participant: One hSs to look at hoSpital administration and its
willingness te accOt this. It has to te a matter of selling. the
nursing 7rogram,.'ana .1 think this can only . be done, in a place
that already has a research program, like a teaching hospital. What
kinds of nurses with doctoral degrees can really change the existing'
..arrangement.of things?

.4
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I hear people talking about selling yourself and convincing other
people, but this 'is not !I very effective way to bring about social
change, If you want Ix? 'look at.the..whole rise of minority groups
And .women's movements, it hasn't come about by selling ordemon-
strating techniques. It has come about by a certain collective action
that has taken. place. Yon.had to do some educating along with. it,
but 'people.don't easily remove themselVes frilm positions of power.
Laid control by being educitted..to tind..out that other people aro
just asgood as they are and do a thing more effectively than they
do-7-thaf drives them 9. the wall
Participant:' In response- to that, I have been jotting down here
some things that are going on, that' doctorally 'prepared nurses

-are doing. One nurse working wil: a crippled child took it upon'
herself to do case finding in the community.. to find people who .

re pot being treated, and to do a systematic stUdy based on
cost, patient, and family problems. .Another nurse worked

,!ospital w.ith new technology. Black students and others were.
.,!rested in .assessing health needs of people in the ghetto areas.

These are some of the examples that stl:rt with hospitals but end
up reaching ipto other areas.

-Participant: Can you. ju4ify that a nurse with-doctoral prepaia-
..

f ion does. these:thiiigg'?
Dr. Aydelotte One thing that a doctorally..`prepareo person can do-
is tO be a rallying. force.ardund .which to gather togetheoa croup
of.nurses who begin to think difret;ently abont what they are doing,
.ParUcipant:. One of the . problems 'we are into' is that: by-taIking
about institutional settings we limit our .view of the doctorally

, preParecl nurse to that of change agentcertainly one that com-
.bines innovation with research and with nursing .practice. Maybe
we would be better off to talk about the needs which the future
system will need to .meet, not nverlooking current institutions.
.Parpcipcnit:, We need to come up with a number for how ..many
we' need, and it is such a vast number that it 16.g-hard to get the
proper perspectiVe.
Partic,ipant: We have 800,900 registered nurses. Two percent of
all nurses with doctorates are,sitting in thi -oom. If we fall back
on some .of the old ideas that for a prof .on tu be Viable and
in.order toAdll toits 'body of knowledge.it ha o have as 'a mini-
mum 1 percent of its total working forao.eng.aged full time im re;
F,earch, we would 'already have a need for 8,000 in_basiC researCh,
and:.what I have been hearing.is about applied:research.
Farticipant: We could say that the substanee of that work which
.requires doctorally prepared nurses i;s that in which the person
has a charri, of being effective in making. changes. .
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Dr. Aydrlotte: I alSo hear that there is such a !great need in 'the
academic' world, that 'maybe, we are being 'realistic .to, expect
doctorally prepared,Aiii:s'es'to move into -eur _institutional settings.
.Partici-pant: The 'academic world is a base fronl which one
.stretches.
Dr. Aydelottc:*hit do we think society needs in the institutional
setting tha' t .dortorally prepared nurse can provide" and suCeeed

;

at7
Partierpaot: I have been thinking of what would hav been ,sub-

_.
..stanth9fy advantageous in my adm`lnistratiVe .,.etting had there

, been idoctorally prepared nursus all up :tei down the 'line. As-
sociate DirectUrs, with a.nursing background and with a mansge-
Ment-doctorate would have been a usvfid addition. A docte,afiy
prepared person with a :background in tw,. ,.r thre l? of the major '.
units of the hospital could have made signi!,.cant'contributions .to
the quality of care. Tho Directorof Nursing.of any hospital spends
from 40-60 percent of the annual budget of\ the ho4pital. I don't
know of any executive spending ietiat an.-unt -of money withOut
the resources of a Research and Development staff. I am .talking
about. the leveloppent of an R & D staff that would research and
validalo the entire mode of both clinical and adMinistrativeprac-
tice. I think it is in the development of R & D that we will begin
to lay out and to test, more appropriate, and. Moye eflicient ways
from a cost benefit standpoint of deliVering nursing care:

. .

Dr. Aydelotte: At this point we have identified five differe.nt prob-
lems: (1) Lhat the whole health care scene is-changing, and will
change, (2) that we need better prepared nurseS in. the organiza-
tal management of service regardless of what that nursing
service agericy might be,. (3) that to adequately manage, a Rei.
search and Development staff is netessary., .(4) in .the -wholt-trrea
.0f 'clinical practice R &.D should be.,active in terms of defining
expertness of care, and (5) to meet the.,e, manpower needs we
need to determine what percentage of Our 'faculty Members with
doctoral preparatiou could move into, these areas..
i'articipant: Jt seeps to me that.we are saying that .tft every leyel
of nursing practice and in educational settings therd isoa need for

. people prepare(' at the doetoral level. If we start with assuniptip
it might be ea: ,,r'-to.ligure projections:by looking ,af. h'oW many
people we.would need in positirns o leadei:s.ip to accomplish this.
"Participant: In other wor .. a e saying 'that ite 'might take
the numbar 'of hospitals, mt ais by a constant, and it will .

give us a number to start with:, How Many teaching hospitals are.
. ,

athere?
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, _. .Participant: Four hundreil anil ten, T. belieVe. .

Participant: And these are the aincipal academic training cen-
ters of the United' .;tates. ,

. . .
:' '

. .

Pad:ticipan1: Perhaps.our first prsioritYpu:ght to-yo,to certain iden-
tified areas- within these acadle>ig centers. Could I ask hAv many
dpctotrally prepared nurses your organizationis could bear in term's' .
of economics ks well- as innovative thrust? \ .

. _ I

-Partiripaht: Perhaps we-should hold,
.
this queAtion until we have.

discussed-the Manpower need's in oth .1- seZtors of practice. .

. 'Extra-Institutional Requirements .

Dr. Laura Dustan: I would SimPly like to,Maks a statement that,
if we do not seed the .7practice worhl with itcekain nunfer of
people prepared at the doctoral Itwel, it is .. g'oing to .be a very.3terile
pract:ce world. One of the things that troubles.me is what hapPens
to our graduates When they go forth from the halls of the academic
world. When 1 got' into the practice 11041 begat' to uncle; ancipto
a far geater extent why they, could not) he change agents oi -
were not being change agentsthere aren't enough of them, the
system is inflexible, and they don't have the backing, they need.
I see the need for a:googly number of 'doctorally prepared .people
in the community nbrsing situation Pvherd INti will probably have
the'besrkppOrtunities foi independence ot preaice.-,We also have

.tremendous inPut pdssibility in tihe whole -area of conciprehen: -
sive plans. And .there are also proressional societies and profes-
sional'jhurnals that need the input' Of doctorally prepared.pures.
Participant.: When you think of the tremendous need 'for 4oc-
torally prepared' nurses it's overwhelming, but I think..the payoff
Would be great jn'termSof not (.5.!13, ipdependent practice'but also'
reslearch intO some of the premises On wliich our practice is' based.

. . .

Participant: You are tnIking abott.kthe.abiTity to, cominand and
control Your own practice and set (.0ality standard9.- .

.

Participant: I certainlr,agiree wi.thlyou that the future must hold
opp'ortunfties 'forus to 'share in the :decision making and Policy .t.

implementation, but al'seo in certainpreas of research development.
Partipan-t:' We rmust ave dociorally prepared ersons
delivery system whether it be -hospitals, Aursing lrnes, or health

/ care agencies. We mat 'experimen4tien into how o. deliver serv-
ices more-- ffectively and .efficiently.1 -.

Pa licipant: In the area -of the Chr4riically ill 4lid haye a
wi e open field, and. I would guess -hat we would have legiAtive
and .fin'anclal supportnurse)* who would take em nursing homes
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and attaighten- them out..-We heed doctoral training to concep-
tualize such ideas.

0 Particfpmitl. We need tevelon. people at the Iggtoral level who
can conc9tualize in nontraditional. ways. There are a number of
fields qPin to us if we had the peop1 .A. with the vision to move into
'them. /
Patticipaut,: In terms of the envi-eilmcnt, ve have this whole
problem of prevention. This isT-a vho;c. . ea in which there needs

,to be experimentation.
ParticipanCWhen it comes to the area of prevention, we get into
trouble because we'eannot,demonstiaate What it. is we are prevent-
ipg. One'di. the things doctorally prepared nurses could do is go out
and establish the baseline of "rwrmalcy" so flat- we can start vali-

/. dating thilt.ive 'are actually effective. in our preventive .endeavers.
Participath: &lot of our care, of children is verY trad'tional..I do

community
arming and
m identiry-

not..know of ,anY, place wher e. there has been a, maor
.study in which the Puse has been the innotrator in p-..,
Adentifying which groups are in nee& -if service and th
in ''g resources. '
Participant:,A ceMmunity nase, instead of dealing with a oul-
lation, could.-iisess the t ea
Participant: I arti prepa
the need for doctorally'pr

gO role is tI4
level of knowledge and' ct

status,of her population vr
to propbse some beginning ai

pared nurs'es. extra-institeC
tins. The ti of concentu'alization. The s. 'or

regnired to direct a t ra,.
tion. Ifyou want to call that administration, that is, oz.a,,, _With
The third one is that of playing a role that is evolutionprv in na-
ure,i-ir terms of .organizational concepts..These are iiiep
oles for ntr ses prepared at the doctoral level in -'';'-a-inStitu-.

settin
'Partic-ipth'it: I would like tO 'make qnother suggestion 'since what

been talking,about is basically ajnonnathologicalModel of
. 'care. In talkIng about prevention, the doctorally prepared nurse

should .be able to approach' problems. in relation to the family as
a.whole and relate .to the family* unit. .

Participant:.What are the critical positions In the key policy pro.-
. grain areas in .extra-institutional .settings where doctOrally pre-

pared nurses cMild make a differenc,?:
Pirrticipant: I wetild say that iriVe. had ton notch leadership inr
the regulatory agencies and public and State' agencie's, that would
be a start, .

7:1-ffi7eipant: There are the State Commissions on women and' the
comprehensive planning agencies. .

,
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Participant: I. would guess that the greatest attack would be from
those positions that relate tOpolitical and legislative constituencies.
Participant: One of the points that we have made is that decision-
Jnaking should be bY design and not by default, and that it is .an
activity we expect from doctorally prepared nurses whatever their
setting might be. Secondly, doctorally prepared nurses should move
into new areas .of the health care system and look .at reforming
the rolesnot .just extending them. Thirdly, we 'need to have

enough ambition and sense of urgency to activate and carry out
the implementation of new systems of health care deliverywe
need that risk-taking ability.

Acadernit Setting Requirements
We will turn then to what I suspect we will find the

easiest area because we Are most familiar with it. There are two
faces to this problem. One is the face of the need, as a service
agency itself, the service we produce being education rather than

patient Care or something _else. The second order of- things is to
deal with the criteria Dr. Lambertson has listed, primarily under
project grants, where she assumed criteria tif excellence or fitness'
for centers in which .Ph.D:s-can he--trained.- The ambitions for doc-
toral studies in some of our institutions are not necessarily tied
to their capabilities.
Yesterday we_proposed a time frame.with sequences of 4 years. If-

we uSe this time frame the question becomes.."What are the- needs

in universities for staffing, .first in 1980 and then .for the long.

range?" What are the premises for our peolections? It is my prac-
tice to start:figuring things out from the top, where Most effective
decisiois are made, and -I would like to ask if anyone knows what
our supply of doctorally pr?pared deans is now? Is it our .assump-
tion that deans of the university programs with baccalaureate .and
graduate programs would have doctorarpreparation?-
Dr. Chafer: It is not only an assumption, it is a criterion and mea-
sure f5r accreditation.
Dr. MOlanp: Now we have a criterion. Does anyone knew the,num-
ber of deanships we have,.
Dr. Gi.ace-: 231
Dr. MOlone: How many of these have deans prepared at theoc-
teral level.

Grcice: 91
Dr. Gortner: That is for the university level, I believe. Dr. Bour-
geois and Dr. Phillips .have gotten together the 'figures for -all
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hiih-e'r education.: Th0 could identify oply about'125.heads of the

almost 1;40 schools who were doctorally prepared.
Dr. 'Mullane: Considering only collegiate schoois, this would v-

quire a Minimum of 100..
Dr. Gartner: That projeaion does not take intó account the-needs
for Programs within 'a university structure staffed by ,doctorally
Pr4)ared people. One of the most frequent complaints 'i;:that our
FILD.'s are .not doing research but are putting their energies into
program development.
.13r. Grace: Do 'we have any way of knowing how many doctorally
prepared nurses will enter the employment scene in the.next 4
rears. . ..

. ..

Dr. Carne0e; East year there were 402 doctoral students enrolled
in Programs throughouethe country ;. 27 were graduated. .

Dr. MOane: Having reached agreement on the dean's level.let us
convider department- heads, -chairmen of instructional Units, or
whatever they are called. Most uniVersities generally have .flve of

these. hat.is your position about peole at that level?

Dr. Aydelotte: I would say that in programs where they have
graduate study ofTered,.these must be headed by a doctorallypre-

. pared Person..
YO,i1 have to have someone, do. you not, toprepare_

and.direet a graduate program in MirSi-rik.
pr..Eadley: I'm sure 8 yearS is too soon to make this kind of pre,
diction, but it wOuld seem to me that we ()tight to explicitly' state
that in academic settings, in 47year Colleges with baccalaureate
and/91-higher degrees, that.everyone holding an academic positiGn
of assistant professor, or higher, should-hold a doctorate. . .

pr. .Aydejotte: As an immediate step.We should say that .all.divi-
mon directors and department' chairmen should have doctOrates,
and that in 12 years all persons in the academic ladder at assistant
professor and above should have dOc torates. .

Dr. Mnliitur: j aril uneasy about the .emphasis on the department
head. The real bottleneck :is the peOple who are ,teaching master's
students. It is an .educational truism ..that one is' assumed to be
qualified-if the Person has O.0 (jegree above the student he or she
is teaching. .

.. ,.

:. .

-..
Mrs. Dlonns: I. would like to see the leadership prepared at the
doctoral level with the assumption that they would make it possible
to Provide the framework' and leadership for the qUalitY of teaCh-..
infT that would. be the .best possible, given the faculties they have,
and would also be committed to upgrading their faculty.
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Dr. Mulla,ne: .So the priority .should. be on the division head or de-
partment chairmen, but a very cltise second should be the teaching

: of graduate studentS.
Dr. Cheer: Those who are sponsors of doctoral students ought to

.'havea doctorate.
Miss Scott: You are, talking about 1,20frpeople.in this preparation
of department beads.-if. we 'are producing 30 persons .per year we
are talking .about.40 years to znee-t -this projection.
.Dr. Christman: What is the possibility of recruiting already
trained scientists in other fields and converting(them to nurses?
Mrs. Dumas: We are getting stymied, because we know that We-

,
are not going to be able to fill those needs within the.time frame
set, but it might facilitate our discussion if we taik-r.about needs
and get them all, out ,and then, go back and see how-inany of that
number may be produced in 4 years, 8 years, and.12 years.
Dr. Mullane: In addition to deans, graduate faculty, and depart-
Ment heads, are there other needs for nurses with doctoral ..Pre.-
paration in academic settings?
Dr. Verltonick: In academic Settings there should be aa'assistant
or associate dean to facilitate research- with the faeulty. There'
should also be a director of research prepared.at the/doctoral level.
Dr. CaSeley: What about the whole arena ofcontintzing education?
Ir Aydelotte: It would seem that these kindS of positions could
bejoint ones,between the university, the eduCational unit, and the
delivery 'unit.
Dr. Mullane: ,How urgent is doctoral preparation for directors of
nursing services in the health care setting the university owns?
If-think we ought to say something ..about identification of centers
of excellence, but-before that, let's/summarize. The first priority is.
.:.for administrative leadership prepared at the doctoral level, next

. is for those who teach gra(duate. Students. A. third priority is for
. those who hold any order af professional rank at The UniverSity

leVel: We did not talk about the relatiVe urgency of.the needs for
research and developers of.research in. our health service'agencies,

-suëhasuniveisftyhbspitals. '
,

As for excellence of universities, ip certain.,institutions, certa.ifily
.- those which are going to produce 'doctoral programs, there ought

to he not just people doing and applying.for research, but it ought:
to be organized in such -a way that jt becomes a type-Of research
inStitute. Institutional criteria might.go.'SoMething like, this: ?1) .

o number, competence, and re.search productivity of faculty, (2) re- /
searchi teaching, and elinicaljractiee track record,: (3) fol.:doe- /

. toral study there might tO,Wsome/aecredited antecedent progranis//'
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in.academic order directly under the prograrr proposed, _(,I) what
.etype of gatekeeping does the univer:ity operate op new dis-
ciplinebwhai, kind oi pass-through for program approval .and
student admissions ae required, and (5) what resources exist and
are at the command of nursing, such as phySical space, libraries,
clinical services, an& research facilities?
Dr. Chater: There may be some nontraditional approaches to
graduate study ...that we haven't thought of. before, where we could
Make creative use of other people, other times, othe?placeS, and
Other program:i.
'Dr. Kibridc: Integration of nursing faculty with other progranis.
in the tiWy,ersity complex is another..

Mullair In relation to Dr. Chater's comment, in the face of
the scarcity of resources, it may be appropriate for us to look to
neighboring or associated schools for consortinl arrangements.

Summary Session
Miss Scott: We would like tO ask eachof you to identify the crite-
ria that you think is most eSsential in the development of a state-
ment on manpower needs.
Dr. Kibrick: I Chink -the greatest 'need Teally is research studies
related to the quality of practice in nursing, effectiveness of utili-
zation of personnel, utilization of aPpropriate manpower in terms
of numbers and skills, cost effectiveness, numbers and kinds, of
nursing programs needed in health delivery service. To do this re-
search we Must haVe a large pool of doctorally prepared nurses to
-ibvestigate these problcms:Prepaffitionrof. nurse researchers be-,
longs ;n the university setting, which implies that there-must be
quality doctoral -programs that can begin to focus on some. of the
problemsthat need investigation.-.

, Dr. Wittman:. Mine are rellatethto academic prOgrams tO prepare
the ,people for'. developing programs and developind. research-at
both the uhciergraduate and graduate levels.
Mrs.. Dumas: .The basic criteria which it seems to me we .should
follow is that of health service delivery needs, specificallY .in the
area of manpower development and utilization'. The statement
should use this.as a base and follow frOm that in relating educa-
tion, higher education, .to the service delilieryineeds,.. and..that_Is_
how the Prediction about hoW many and what'kinds would follow,

Dr. CAselery:. In predicting, the niost important criterion is to pro-
duce sufficient riurse ...educators-researchers -to assure quality of
education. It goes without saying that'the purpose of this educa-
t.ionis toassure the highest quality service by nurses.
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'DI% Bourgeois: My criteria are concerned .With the growth of the

,total, population in the United States and in the world:the growth

and the proliferation of ne.w aLl ,1;-frtrint health care delivery sys-

tems, and changing.standards in nursi _*ducational progiam.-s.

D. Galkini I am. concerned with the im rovement of patient care

fiservices in the community.) see the need n research in 01115 arca

to keep people out of:hospitals and nursing bornes. We need the

kirld of leadership arid vision' to expand these services and n'iake

them available to a muehhroader trummunity.

Dr. Sorenson: My hpproach a little differe"nt. I merely felt that

all heads'df baccalanzeate.progranN must have doctoral piepara-

tion.
Dr. Christmav:. We need doctoral people to man. every .strategie

'position in the entire nursing enterprisepractice, education, and

research.
Miss..Stanford: We need to have doctorally prepared directors of

ntirsing service, be they in the community or in instituttons, to be

able.to aiisume effective leademThip in the establishmer.L hew pro-

;grams for-the delivery f health ?ierv ices.

De. Dpstthr: I am concerned with the needlos nhrsin,c polic.ymakers
for.health careddelivery, because health care is the largest resource
for health services and society needs: Nursing must provide leader-

ship to contribute it4 share to the solution:of pi-oblems of efficiency',

quality and quantity of seryice.; provided, .

.

Ja cox.; I,have two: Thefirst is a .priority on.,e. Every institution

with 'a baccalatireate, and higher 'ciegree Program:should have sev-

\.-eraIonursts' prepared at .the doctoral level, depending on the totAl

cornplement of faculty at. .that partieular institution. These per-

sons will ',nicht likely. be clinical directors-and clinical researcherls.

My second is thAt itajor academic Aalth settings shOuld'have sev-

eral nurses prepared at the doeloral'level,'dependir,g. upbn the total

o complement of staff in t particuld'r.-agency. Those personS will ..be.

in various positiots utwill most likely be directors of nursing de-

partments, clinic4 program directors, and 'directors of.,research,

Pr. gatey: Doctor'ally prepared persons in nursing are most criti-

Cally needed tç effect the leadership of nursing in indirect and

direct health Aervice. delivery. Indirect services ,refers to the dis-

covery of knoimfedge essential to decision-making and the prepara-

tion of future nurses. Direct services .refers, to effecting-andienf_
.0

riching health service programS. Research in academic programs'

in senior univ:ersities.has the highest priority,
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Dr. Passos: Considering the rate and nature Of social change in
which needs and demands for health care are changing, wo require
increased numbers of peopl,3 whose education best prepares them
for thrcc things: ( I) to identify and address .previously unac.

^counted for problems (2) to articulate the resources and needs,
; and (3) -to provide leadership in the development of persons in

the profession. . .

Dr. Mollane: Development of sufficient faculty for the grad uate
training of nurses, to staff the necessary units, to set nursing care
policy in find for future health care delivery systems. Priorities for

1980 for me are, first, nursing directors of graduate programs, sec-
ondly, faculty teaching master's students (of course doctoral Stu-
dents as well), and third, faculty and nursing_service staff who
are charged with designing and testing more effective and efficient
methods of providing nursing care to patients. .

Dr. Ayclelot.t: Mine is very much the- same. I will ne read the
:first one, but it emphaSizes' the leadership in the bacealaureate
undergrafluate programs and, health cdre delivery systems Bsse,
ciated With the acadeinic health care centers. I am sayingsthiS
leadership in the delivery ofAie. Second, iinprovement in the edu7

cation of nursing students. Third, innovation in quality and effi.
ciancy -.i delivery of car as taught in the educational process.

. Fourth, 'to increase docterally prepared, nurses. Fifth,.
policy and provam development on health affairs: .-3

Dr. Levine: This may overlap with some of the. other criteria, but
it is onelhat is very clese to .my heart. There is a minimum
for.500 nurses in the United States,.with doctoral preparatioll,..in
the area of research and consultation, in health eve planning and

. evaluationt operations research, and systems analysis applied to
the healtii fiela..
Also health economics, comparative health 'systems analYsisaiknnd ,

. management of information systemsin this last area, I th
/what we are going to find over the next 4 to 8 years, to use the four
increment; is that the health area is going to become increasingly

.important. Many hospitals are beginning to eStablish hos pitalwide
:inforniation systems. I think it is terribly important- for nurses--to,.
have some, input sinto this, some expertise in the deVelopmenf and
exeCution of management information systems. .-

. --

Dr. Mullane: Gene, that point has not been raised in this diScus-
'sion' and I want to underscore it. Unless administrators and nurse
clinicians get- with what you have, just described as "the institu-
tions,".:we are going to loSe our shirts in the coSt of inept computer.'
ization.' ,:,



Dr. Harkleroad: I approached it very broadly and made the state-.
ment that I thOngnt. leadership positions in nursing education and
service and related organizations should be tilled with people who
hold a relevant.doctorate, and I lishd them. You have heard them
beforeteaching, research, practice, policy positions and adniin-
istration, such as deans.and so forth.
Then I added sonwthing which is dear to my heart aml that is the

, doctorate should be based on a bona fide baccalaureate nursing
degree because if you start out with an asm,wiate degree and*get
something all the way up the liu, are you- really tallCng abbut
nursing?
Dr. Etires: Thk criterion I thought important, 1.aScaui. e it. is going
to take us. a while to get the number of doctorally prepared nurses
into the settings we would' like. ,Eiteli higher education program in
nursing should have available, on th.,mand, a loctoralb? prepared
nurge who Can assist State and local service personn4 w ith service
prograneyaluation and practice research.
73r. See: _The thing. that :mpfesses me most about this 'conference
is that'people are defining doctoral production as vastly different
than what doctoral production is at the present time. Whati think
a criterion wOuld be IA a very, very careful assessment of the cur:
rent content of doctoral programs and .measure that against these
exPectations, which.I think are very; very high. for example, those
;for systems analysis, management information and .leadership. I

think there is an assmption this automatically goeS with the Ph.D.
In my experience, it does not necessarily follow.
Therefore, if. this what is expected at this particular time. iii
doctoral preparation, then. I think the Iiirrent programs and the'
cUrrently projected prograrns needto bcdeveloped along,some yery
specific kinds of. guidelines. To) my knowledge, these guidelines are
'not avaihible...

.

D. teqn.1,berteen: I think that would fit into our concept of centers
Of excAlence.
Miss Elliott: I 'sfocused on the priority .in nurse faculty, to plan,
develop°, .and teach iaculty for master's programs in nursing, ,to
lead and condudt.research and patient care in other relevant areas,
to provide leadership 'and innovktions in patient .care in all set-
tings, and to 'multiply numbers of doctorally prepared people to
build toward other priorities. . . .

Dr. Phillips: I think 'it is verY important for us. Some place in the
introductory part of the statement to stress that a gap exists be-
tween what we now have and what we,think isthe rnhfiinal number
of doctorates that we need to have for quality Patient eare. I think
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, .
this is important because this report will fiT addressed, in large
part, to the Society that ha's 6) support this rather than to nursing..
I think we have to stress to them over and over again that Our
doctoral situation is not the same as that of other disciplines.
Dr. Grace: Mv major concern is that, in viewing the numbers of
faculty needed with doctoral preparation, we not lose sight of the ..
need .for some toeithet use the academic setting as a launching pad
for moving into innovative ioles; to allow for moving out of tradi-
tional settings, and.to.work at innovatidn in devloping new modes
of delivery of,health care. Weyshould work toward rev,anwind or
modifying the health care system that we have right now, anti to
do so requires our best minds4-nd a research data base. .
M. Verhonick: The-priority I haye for the academic setting rehtes
to preceptorshipsefor research. This could be standard educational
practice and thole peOple whb are in-volvedI do nt know if we
call them role ,models,or whateverwould be examples for ali of

" ,the people who.are going to be doetorally prepared.
I think there a .e klot of 'people who wei.e prepared in the past who
are .not practiOng research even in ethication-r--they are not advis-

1

.,
ing students, or what haveyou. ,

I think we hmie suffered from a phen8mena 'I call tAe PPD. Some
people have qie Peter Principle Doctorateaml do not do so well. I
think one of/tbe things that:has to be loolced at is the selection CH-
tgria for do6oral candidates. .

. PreceptorAhips-really,mean doing research, doing education, know; .

ing what fthe thing is about, so that they,will riot be groping around,
not knoWing what they are doing.. .

Dr. MM. I did not comment about the roles because it sounded to
'me .as though we had a fair degree of agreement about .the kind
of roles for which !we need people who are doctiirally prepared, but
I think If one 'makes .the assumption that predictions should be

,made on Le urren t and projected neei, then it would Aeern to me ,,to
be importhnt to identify the nurSing care systemi in relation to
the emergent care system, two entities which both need definition

.at this point.. , .

It seemed te- me that research, and development in meaningful and
manageable'geFraphical units might he suggested. as a first choice.
We bear a .t.froit deal about maldistribution of nursing expertise.
If we looked atjhe sygterns in terms of geograinical units, this. .

might, in some N'ay, alleviate that problem. ,
.

The second. pOint is the establishineqt of university centers :of ex-
cellence which /Would maxiMize our scarce resources. It seems this
might be one ylvay to -speed the' production' of, doctoral Manpower in,. 1

specific areas rif reed that haye been identified.
/ ',
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I am not sure the next statement I am going to make belongs here,

but I have a great need to say it and while I have the floor, I think

I will just.tuck it ha-. We are talking With a great degree of freedom

here about the need for doctorally prepared nurses. We have no

ambivalence- in our 'thinking, but those of us who get around the

grassroots,' tia& aware that our perceptiäns are' not the same as the

perceptions oriinursing at large," One of the-things that has high

priority is to share and sell, eitherAn a hard Or sof fashion, the.

. idea we have explored here. In mAy ways, the profession can be

its awn worie eneMy and unless we have the support of the,group

In the kinds el things we are talking about here, working. th,rough

levels of resistance, with'which we have had yeais' asnd years of

ekperience, is something that may well.have gone amiss. If we can

look at it and make the margin 'of error smaller than that, we have
. . .

accom'plished a fair amount.
Dr. Chater: I lui-v`e a most practical one and that relates ta the spon-

sor and dissertation Committee members. Then I have a "most
needed for 1974" Rein, and that is nurses with doctoral prepara-

tion-ivho-can systematically evaluate and test educatiohal prograina

at all levels, including project and training grants.
Dr. Wilcox: I took my thoughts back to the second question that

was brought up yesterday afternoon about what kind of work situ-
atiOns1ead dOctorally prepared nurses to be productive. I think -if

you answer that question in terms of what doctorally prepared

nurses can do for nursing right now, you eme back to the fact

that needs for teachers and 'educatiana!- administratori and re-
searchers hre to be con.sidered first. This may sound very strange

from a pers6n who has never been an educator and has always been

in the service end of things.
Lthink my problems, my personal 'problems, and many that I have

had in other work situations are based on the needs.that nursing

education has not been able to meet for us. .

If we- are going to bridgethis gap, you peOple in the .edwational .

.system have got to have the strength to change students and pro---

duce for us people who nre going to want to .6 on anebe these
cannot clO it with 2=mr graduates. My priority Would, be that we.

mat consider 'those needS first, And. that the needs cOr people in

npnacademic situations are perhaps going to have to wait.

, Dr. Chatee hopes for some fortuitous things, but I' do tiot think

',those are the- areas where people dm be the most/Productive and

the most aicepted at this time. I think they canzbe. productive in

aeademic centers and,-they can be accepted mudh better: than in
/

some other areas.
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Dr. Hadley: I think I would like to add to Dr'. Lambertsen'thatate-
ment'and to Dr. Wilcox's statement that one of the psiorities would
be to encourage those who hold doetorates, practicing in admin-
istration, research, teaching and . direct service to patients, to se
duee baccalaureate graduates with potential into the scholarly line,
Whether it is for the practice of adrninistrutioff; reseaKeh or teach-

. ing. That iwsomething I do not think we concentIate on
Dr. Carn4gie: I think Dr. Christman. has spoken to this:and maybe
someone else, but I will speak to it again. Since 4he need for more
doctorallY prepared teachers in the Approximafely 100 graduate
,programs has been emphasized. here throughout this conference;
my priority would be on the secend criterion which reads, "various
roles will continue *to require.a mix of competencies, in research
and. practice,- as well'as the teaching of graduate students." 'Not
necessarily in that order.
All doctoral students are exposed to the research process, I think .
thlt i understoocir bat not all of them get the exPerienee and prac-
tice in teaching, and rthink that is very important, to fill those
positions.we have'in mind. 1

r. GoiVner: I came initially with the,premise we could not look
at the traditional economic methods:for. forecasting projeetiops, but
we would have to look rathertheavilY at societal needs involving
dimensions of health care delivery in the United States and also
abroad.I am very taken with what Dr. Hill has said and others of
yOu have said it in different places, as Well. I think an additional
coequal criterion has to .be the value the nui'sing profession puts
on education at this -ifvel. Otherwise it is going to be viewed as
either a federal ploy or an elitism that will benefit only the elite
and I think one of the critical features is what Dr. Hill and Dr.

1116 havtialluded to in anoiher.way-7Dr. Hadley has reinforced
it tob. That is the value the profession sees in its role as an agent
thr.ough which soOety deals With major problems. There is a great
deal of coiisistency in what yet', are saying..
Dr. Jacor: I would like to reinforce what Dr.- Gortner had said to
try to arrive at some discussion of universities.
It is important that the coptext.of ilhatever criteria we select be
carefully spelled out, so that we are igally relating the substance of
a doctoral program Or doctoral programs to soeietal needs. We
must not assume that a doctorate is a doctorate, and that,, there-

----fore;-everyo-n eimccrtai n sitions needs--on -

I do not ,think that is true, particutarly foP the short-term basis. I
think it may be fine to say that 50 years from new everyone teach-
ing on a faculty ..,hould have one.

aa.
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'.Right now', realiatichtlly,.with what we really can do in the hext 1.2
Valli, even, and I am Seeing Mit as a short-termgoal, we really
itve to speak to the'fotal ,:otuplement.'nf nursing resoureezi, and

'A:here people with doctoral Preparation van be best used, depend.
"1g On what. they ,have learne(l in their doctoral programs, *init.
specific pdrtiplar abiptdes they have acquired from their particular .

kngram, and ho)v ,that relates to society's Weeds rather than t2,.a: .

uPiversal statetnent. .

A

bt ". nudson: My 'principal criterion' for inaction of needs wonld,
be to Provide research into health care delivery centers of all kind;.

r. Lambertsen: The predominant base of cinplyyment ,in thelm- -, ,

Thn,ediate future will be the university ,or academic health eenter.

, .,; .hjs base will increasingly involve the nurse in outrych4)rogian'is
Jur research and development, either self-initiated, :Or on demand,

crom community service agenvies. .
.

Arend data for research and developMent will pssist in projecting
needki,Includi'ng inter'-institution nevds. I

llydOotte,'..My reir,rence in mY stahuent to credibilitk deals
will) the ,point you are making. The_ nurse with a;doctqratt±.4ust ..

show what'she)lits to offer as credible. This'is.,the 'thing foi ,whicli
Most of iiiS are .eriticized, that' we are "I) in the clouds and that wve

h,o1,.v we can nria'ke. Qut knowledge anti.thir skill'usefpl ..
.

. . .. ., . ...
,

. 'br. Christman: It waS not so long agp that the cljnical psychologist _

"Id all pSycnology tor that matter, admitted, that they had most
..tof their numbers prepared at the master's level, and that this Was
instOcieit. 'They. just pushed ahead aut.( declared the doctorate as
b,..eing' thq.Professional degree. . ,

we all kin* they Pritipared a lot of people who ,bombed out 'and did:

not do so welli but Althe process tiley also prepared large numbers
Pf'Pers9hs who,were reasonably erective. There Was some turmoil

. ,, tindng .01e peOple holding master's .degrees in psYchology at that
tints and Warnings' that this Was too it uch pressure on the profeui-
.sion,that thay Were going to price themselves out.of the Market,
Instead: ni.. th'at, it became a . very productive enterprise, because

graduates went out and did till the-kinds of productive things. You.,

4re quite right, Dr. Jacox, ev'eTyone is not going to be productive,
'but that is'a risk .we take in any professioth I do not thInk we otight..

. tolet tflat deter as' . .
.. . ' .,

Afra.,..6untni: 'There are many oules who have been productive ..

.,

.7.....a.ad whoehave achieved a great deal without portfolio and perhaps': ."

tailla7iffeirde-SeTfieWlielq-the-notioTr-of
prolfding-oppart on-7, --------

: ; ities.for..people who have made contributions to get appropriate''
eredentialS. Opportunities should be Prvkled to these people,
, . . ,

0



Then, too, there am., a kU. Of tturses.in strategic positions In in-
fluence policy who do not 'have 'doctorates, but. if they had come

,alohg' at another time I he'y would have had the doctorate. WV are
talking as though we 'Can always put people in tt step one and
take thei 1 straight through t he doct orate.
There atje people who could collo-hi at step three, perhaps, who are
curreiitt producing and doing those things.we arq saying We want
Co mpare peorG to do,.anit perhaps the criteria here would he Cur
nurses (w-lto are ahlitdy iif.pnwt ic( ) to advance as far as.they can
and get t el apprortilate credentials. .

Di.tion of 3 admits. that one should look al many or the character-
Lout rertsen: You are saying, relative to the criteria for selec-

*istics of success, where Seri:mac is at an lulvanced stitge in the
, profession

itrMus. Dumas: 1 ant suggesting another approach, so'thslit it would
notseem that ,;zoineone on high.has mado,it deCision that every dean,

. director And..ehairman jor what .have you muA have a doctorate.' I
, do not know the Icind of reaction that would come. front Ahat,

Dr. A ydelutte: 1 feel I have to say something here. I am'not afraid..
. of the hoi polloi of the :orAession. ,The associate degree or. the
diploma degree people, the baccalaureates, or the graduates, the.
2 ones who are really "prectitiomws'\ in our grourI am noe worl

, . ried about thorn. I 4o1 N4.orried about 'ow we bel...9vd, It seems to the
that the onus is really on' us, showin the vahie of the additional .

.talent and additional education that ht s been ';';iven to uS. I think
. this Is the problem wjth doctoral peopl ., so it is with a certain

,
\ amount of humility .that I, work and if 1,cannot show that T am

Valnable, then I should be replaced.:It Seeth's to me we nee,d to in-
culcate, this. I a'm not afraid of 'a selling'job. What I am afraid of

. 1

is elitism and arrogance. .

. .
. ..

o .

'. Dt:..MntThne: This is true. I will take the 'poinit and extend. it. I
have been a'nurs'ejor .13 yehrs this year, and I must say that,>the

...

profession ,has .sunported every single progres made by :ntirSing,
sometimesless willingly than ethers, but we have changed. In my

..professional lifetime, we have rev.nrutionized. a whole:profosional
education Systetti. The'dOctorate is the natin'itieducatiOh .extension

.' Of that effort and I 41m, confliknt that nurses, registered ndrses,-
eVerywhere..understand this. They haw kind of a gut hnderstandr

_
-.......,

ing "of it..While thl,,te will be.'some profes'sioni itS. who will gtiestion,
-V will. pre'iriciliZt7v7V il.flyt-T;lipp.6171ThirexPibiaing trefetiling .

'tfiese progranfs, ,j11.4tas we, got for Mastel-'s and bachelor's pro- .
. r .

. vgram3. i r .
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Mi88 &Ott: I think we have Come to .the end. We were- right in

bringing.you together to discuss this subject. Even in a very short

" spne of tithe we have dealt with what .1 think is a very complex

. subject, and .we can thank, all of you for your contributionFi.
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CONFERENCE SUMMARY

This conference, which has dealt with doctorallyprepared
nurses, has approached the problems of manpower requirements
and educational preparation with considerable breadth of focus.
It has been-clear throughout, however, that there exists a serious.
gap between the present level of doctorally prepared nurses .and
the least nuMber .that is acceptable in any considel ition of.. their
effective impact on 4ie improvement of health_ care in this ,coun-
try.

A ;seriOus concern, expressed repeatedly by administrators, is
.their inability to locate and 'employ nurses with suflieient academic
preparation to approach those crucial problems relatPd to educa-
tion and practice which must be effectively investigatal if the pro-
fession, and the .1uality of health care provided by it, is to advance.

No discipline can expect to ildvance unless it constantly adds to
its knowledge base, both in terms of solutions to problems which
haveinhibited growth, add in terms of the incorporation and adap-
tation of new knowledge gained in disciplines i'mpacting upon it.
Thf) question of just how many wor-liers are needed within a dis- .
cipline, whose.major function is research that augments the base
of practice, is P.voblematic, but, clearly, a significant number are
needed. While related disciplines so vividly see this need that they
require doctoral preparation for initial entrance into their ranks,
nursing, with met-. than 'one million individuals registered to prac-
tice, can only boast of bei ween 'one- and:tWo-tenths of 1 percent of
its metnbers who have doctoral credentials. The effect of this deficit
is serious in this discipline which represents the largest single
group of health care providers in the Nation.

The shortage of doctorallY prepared 'individuals in nursing
-stands in contrast to the pos-sible overProduction that has occurred
in many of: the social and- physical sciençes, where allusions to

."Ph.D. gluts" have been reflected in public nd legislative trends
to decrease Federal support for doctoral prep, ation in these ship-
ject areas. An unfortunate c.ohclusion has been draWn by somethat
possible overproduction in some disciplines should signal cessation
of support for dOctoral study in all. Discipline's Must be, looked at
'individually 'if the best balance is to 'be achieved between the use
of available resources anci the readiness of the various fields to

.' contribute maximally to the improvement of health care.
.t



The Conference on Doctoral Manpower in Nursing was called to

bring together nursing leaders in the fields .of education, practice,

and research to attempt to identify factors of importance in pro-.

jecting manpoWer needs for nursing at -the doctoral level. Partic-

ipants were chosen to represent a wide range of work areas in

nursing, and to bring to the sessions their combined, expertise and

experience.
The group focused on the possibility of projecting, approximate

numbers of nurses with doctoral preparation neededio and in

the'immediate future. Projections of this kind were seen as essen-

tial to the profession in understanding its overall manpower re-

quirements; and in translating these needs to those outside the

profession.
The participants were quick to identify a hierarch of functional

areas in nursing, s.s'ithin which the need for nurses with doctoral

preparation exists. The highest priority of need was assigned to

academic settings. It was felt that it was in the 'colleges and uni-

versities that .doctoral preparation is provided, and it is there that

leaders are developed who will distribute themselves throughout the

many activities 'and functional areas that constitute nursing. If is

also in the colleges and Uniersities where the greatest potential

lies .for prepared staff to werk 'with .and- assist service and com-

munity agencies through outreach programs. The need _for strength-

erring the academic base which provides the training ground 'for

all nurseS with doctorat preparation was, in short, seen as the essen-

tial
Certain positions within the academic setting were seen as .re-

oiring doctoral preparation: the dean in allinstitutions of higher

education offering baccalaureate and'higher degree -programs, the

associate and assistant deans of these Schools, departmental chair-

persons, faculty with professorial 'rank, and faculty 'responsible

for'res,earch and development. This listing must certainly be seen

_as aonserVative if one' considers that'it does not include all faculty

teaching graduate students, all, faculty responsible for thesis and

dissertation guidance, or that it doeS not address the almost uni-

versal fact that the doctorate represents one of the most basic

requirements for promotion and the achievement of tenure in

'academia.
In contrast to these identified needs stand's the fact that, at thd

time of, the conference, approximately 91 of 231 deanships were

filThd by nurses ..prepared .at the doctoral.,level. As assistant and.,

associate deanships and departmental chairpersons are considered-;

'the ratiOs become even less favorable. It is, perhaps, incongruous

102
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-.
tors must certainly include the doctorally prepared nurse as a .0

vider of primary care, and as a member of interdisciplinary

4roups involved in activitiekdesigned to mow forward the quality

. Of health Care.
.

,Y Of particular importan0 is the need fOr carefully, designed

jstudies which address unmeasured aspects of the issue, such as

!:.- the unique contribution that can be made by the doetorally pre-

1,pared nurse in a number of work settings that .cannot reaSonably.

be' expected of nurses without such preparation.

'Consideration should also be given to increasing the under-

'Standing of the profession at large with regard.to the unique con-

3 tribution possible from the doctorally prepared nurse, through as-.

-,.. sisting them to see the very real potential for the improvement

.of patient care that will ultimately result from an increase in

Alif
\..c.

these highly prepared individuals in the work force.

The challenge rernains for nursing to skillfully evaluate its re-
.

,

.quirements for nurses with advanced preparation, to incorporate .

this as a value in the philosoplVof the discipline,and to effectively :

, educate the public, which must, in the final analysis, underwrite its

eventuation.
Thltchallenge mus,t be met by the profession, but it will reqUire

signifi4ht assistance from both the private and public sectors. In

the pasf'the'Seforces have combined suceessfully to provide a data'

base:fel- Ae facilitation of manpower prpjections at all levels of

nursing.pracce. In addition, consultation serviees on a wide range

/ of factors related to programs, f.)f higher education that prepare ,

, nurses Withhigher edwation have been offered by the professional..

organizations and\by the GOVernment. Further, although levels 0.

effort haye'differedamone sources, and from year to year, core- .,.;

sideral4le monetary rnvestment has been made in the fprin of hOth

privateHfunds and federally legislatea revenues: There iS, cer-

tainly,'IeVery indication that this cooperative approach .must. be..

continued and jn many instances increased if even minimal goals
-T-

areto be achieved. 1

-' Key factors. which contribute to the understanding of manpower
.

..

_needs at the doctoral level must be identified, defined, and opera-.

tiorialized. Ultimately, comprehensive models msust be developed

to provide reasonable estimates of need,..or demand. Withoutthese,

the profession cannot. MOLT forward"Oty,the clear direction it

needs`tO accomplish its impo`riant goals.

Aci

PRINA oFFICF.
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